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Period functions for Maass wave forms. I
By J. LEWIS and D. ZAGIER
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Introduction
Recall thata Maass waveform1on thefullmodulargroupF = PSL(2, 2) is
a smoothF-invariantfunctionu fromthe upperhalf-planeKH= {x+iy I y > O}
to C whichis small as y -- oc and satisfiesAu = A u forsome A E C, where
A\= -y2 (ID + ,2) is the hyperbolicLaplacian. These functionsgivea basis
forL2 on the modularsurface]F\7, in analogywith the usual trigonometric
1 We use the traditionalterm,but one should reallyspecify"cusp form."Also, the word "form"
should more properlybe "function,"since u is simply invariantunder r, with no automorphyfactor.
We oftenabbreviate "Maass wave form"to "Maass form."
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waveformson the torus R2/Z2, which are also (forthis surface) both the Fourier
building blocks forL2 and eigenfunctionsof the Laplacian. Although therefore
very basic objects, Maass formsnevertheless still remain mysteriouslyelusive
fiftyyears after their discovery; in particular, no explicit construction exists
for any of these functions for the full modular group. The basic information
about them (e.g. their existence and the density of the eigenvalues) comes
mostly from the Selberg trace formula; the rest is conjectural with support
fromextensive numerical computations.
Maass forms arise naturally in such diverse fields as number theory,dynamical systems and quantum chaos; hence concrete analytic information
about them would be of interestand have applications in a number of areas of
mathematics, and forthis reason they are still under active investigation.
In [10], it was shown that there exists a one-to-one correspondencebetween
the space of even Maass wave forms(those with u(-x + iy) = u(x + iy)) with
eigenvalue A
s(1 - s) and the space of holomorphic functions on the cut
plane C' = (C (-oc, 0] satisfyingthe functional equation
(0.1)

(Z) = ?(Z

+ 1) + Z-2s(Z

+ 1)

(Z EC A)

together with a suitable growth condition. However, the passage fromu to X
was given in [10] by an integral transform (eq. (2.2) below) from which the
functional equation (0.1) and other properties of b are not at all evident. In
the present paper we will:
(i) find a differentand simpler description of the function b(z) and give a
more conceptual proof of the u <+-> b correspondence, for both even and
odd wave forms,in terms of L-series;
(ii) give a natural interpretationof the integral representation in [10] and of
some of the related functionsintroduced there;
(iii) study the general properties of the solutions of the functional equation
(0.1), and determinesufficientconditions forsuch a solution to correspond
to a Maass wave form;
(iv) show that the function b(z) associated to a Maass wave formis the analogue of the classical Eichler-Shimura-Manin period polynomial of a holomorphic cusp form,and describe the relationship between the two theories;
and
(v) relate the theory to D. Mayer's formula [13] expressing the Selberg zeta
functionof F as the Fredholm determinantof a certain operator on a space
of holomorphic functions.
Because of the connection (iv), we call b the period function associated to the
wave formu and the mapping u +b>X the period correspondence.
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FOR MAASS WAVE FORMS. I

In thisintroduction,
we state the correspondence
in its simplestform(e.g.
by assumingthat the spectralparameters has real part 2, whichis true for
Maass formsanyway)and discusssome ofits salientaspects. In the statement
below, the functionalequation (0.1) has been modifiedin two ways. First,
the last termin the equation has been replacedby (z + 1)-2s (_( Z_
this
Z+

rather
turnsout to givethe functionalequationwhichcorrespondsto arbitrary,
thanjust even,Maass forms.Secondly,we considersolutionsofthe functional
equationon just the positivereal axis, sinceit willturnout that undersuitable
analyticconditionsany such solutionwill automaticallyextendto C'.
Then there is an
Let s be a complex number with R(s) =.
THEOREM.
isomorphism betweenthe space of Maass cusp forms with eigenvalue s(1 - s) on
1 and the space of real-analytic solutions of the three-termfunctionalequation

(0.2)

0()=(X

+ 1) + (x+ 1)-2,(

X+1

on R+ which satisfy the growthcondition
(0.3)

(x) = o(1/x)

(x

->

0),

(x) = o(1)

(x

-_

oc).

In particular,the dimensionof the space of solutionsof (0.2) satisfying
the growthcondition(0.3) is finiteforany s and is zero except fora discrete
set of values of s. This is especiallystrikingsincewe will show in ChapterIII
that ifwe relax the growthcondition(0.3) minimallyto
(0.4)

(x) = O(1/x)

(x

->

0),

(x) 0= (1)

(x

-

0),

then the space of all real-analyticsolutionsof (0.2) on R+ is infinite-dimensional forany s. In the oppositedirection,however,ifwe weakenthe growth
conditionfurther
or even drop it entirely,
thenthe space of solutionsdoes not
get any bigger,sincewe will showlaterthat anyreal-analyticsolutionof (0.2)
on the positivereal axis satisfies(0.4). Conversely,if b does correspondto a
Maass form,thenwe will see that (0.3) can be strengthened
to b(x) = 0(1)
-?
-?
b
=
0
and b(x) O(1/x) as x
as x
oc; moreover, in this case extends
to C' and thesestrongerasymptoticestimateshold uniformly
holomorphically
in wedges I arg(x) <r -E.
The theoremformulatedabove is a combinationof two results,Theorems 1 and 2, fromthe main body of the paper. The firstof these, whose
statementand proofoccupyChapterI, givesa verysimpleway to go between
in thewholecut plane
a Maass waveformu and a solutionof (0.2) holomorphic
C'. We firstassociate to u a periodic and holomorphic function f on C '" R
whose Fourierexpansionis the same as that of the Maass wave formu, but
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with the Bessel functions occurring there replaced by exponential functions.
Then we define b in C ',. Edby the equation

(0.5)

c(s)

(z) = f (z)

-

z-2s

f -

where c(s) is a nonzero normalizing constant. The three-termfunctionalequation for b is then a purely algebraic consequence of the periodicity of f, while
the fact that f came froma F-invariantfunctionu is reflectedin the analytic
continuability of b across the positive real axis. In the converse direction, if
<(z) is any holomorphic functionin C', then the functionf defined by

(0.6)

c*(s) f(Z)) = OW + Z-2s

(

(where c*(s) is another normalizing constant) is automatically periodic if b
satisfies the three-termfunctional equation, and corresponds to a Maass wave
formif b also satisfies certain growth conditions at infinityand near the cut.
The proof of the correspondence in both directions makes essential use of the
Hecke L-series of u and of Mellin transforms,the estimates on f and b permitting us to prove the required identities by rotating the line of integration.
The key fact is that the same Hecke L-series can be represented as the Mellin
transformof either u on the positive imaginary axis or b on the positive real
axis, but with differentgamma-factorsin each case. The functionalequation of
the L-series is then reflectedboth in the F-invariance of u and in the functional
equation (0.2) of b on the positive reals.
In Chapter II we study the alternative construction of b as an integral
transformof u (or, in the odd case, of its normal derivative) on the imaginary
axis. As already mentioned, this was the construction originally given in [10],
but here we present several differentpoints of view which make its properties
more evident: we show that the functiondefinedby the integral transformhas
the same Mellin transformas the functionconstructed in Chapter I and hence
agrees with it; re-interpretthe integralas the integralof a certain closed formin
the upper half-plane; give an expansion of the integral in terms of the Fourier
coefficientsof u; construct an auxiliary entire function g(w) whose special
values at integer arguments are the Fourier coefficientsof u and whose Taylor
coefficientsat w = 0 are proportional to those of <(z) at z = 1; and finally
give a very intuitive description in terms of formal "automorphic boundary
distributions" defined by the limitingbehavior of u(x + iy) as y -> 0.
In Chapter III we study the general properties of solutions of the threeterm functional equations (0.1) and (0.2). We start by giving a number of
examples of solutions of these equations which do not necessarily satisfy the
growth conditions and hence need not come from Maass wave forms. These
are constructed both by explicit formulas and by a process analogous to the
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use of fundamental domains in constructing functions invariant with respect
to a group action. Next, we study the properties of smooth solutions of (0.2)
on the real line and prove that they automatically satisfy the estimate (0.4).
The most amusing aspect (Theorem 2, stated and proved in ?4) is a surprising
"bootstrapping" phenomenon which says that any analytic solution of (0.2)
on JR+satisfyingthe weak growth condition (0.3) (or a slight strengthening
of it if we do not assume that R(s) = 2) automatically extends to all of C'
as a holomorphic function satisfyingthe growth conditions required to apply
Theorem 1. This provides the second key ingredientof the theorem formulated
above.
In Chapter IV we return to the modular world. We treat three topics.
The firstis the extension of the theory to the noncuspidal case. We find that
the correspondence u <+-> b remains true if u is allowed to be a noncuspidal
Maass wave form and the growth condition on b at infinityis replaced by a
weaker asymptotic formula. The second topic is the relation to the classical
holomorphic theory. One of the consequences of the formulasfromChapter II
is that the Taylor coefficientsof &b(z) around z = 0 and z = oc are proportional
to the values at integral arguments of the Hecke-Maass L-function associated
to u. This is just like the correspondence between cusp forms and their period polynomials in the holomorphic case, where the coefficientsof the period
polynomial are multiples of the values at integral arguments in the critical
strip of the associated Hecke L-functions. In fact, it turns out that the theory
developed in this paper and the classical theory of period polynomials are not
only analogous, but are closely related when s takes on an integral value.
Finally, the whole theory of period functions of Maass wave forms has
a completely differentmotivation and explanation coming from the work of
Mayer [13] expressing the Selberg zeta functionof F as the Fredholm determinant of a certain operator on a space of holomorphic functions: the numbers s
forwhich there is a Maass formwith eigenvalue s(1 - s) are zeros of the Selberg
zeta function,and the holomorphic functionswhich are fixed points of Mayer's
operator satisfy the three-termfunctional equation (with shifted argument).
This point of view is described in the last section of Chapter IV and was also
discussed in detail in the expository paper [11].
This concludes the summary of the contents of the present paper. Several
of its main results were announced in [11], which is brieferand more expository than the present paper, so that the reader may wish to consult it for
an overview. In the planned second part of the present paper we will discuss
furtheraspects of the theory. In particular, we will describe various ways to
realize the period functionsas cocycles, generalizingthe classical interpretation
of period polynomials in terms of Eichler cohomology. (These results developed
partly from discussions with Joseph Bernstein.) We will also treat a number
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of supplementarytopics such as Hecke operators, Petersson scalar product, extension to congruence subgroups of SL(2, Z), and numerical aspects, and will
discuss some arithmetic and nonarithmeticexamples.
Acknowledgment. The firstauthor would like to thank the Max-PlanckInstitut furMathematik, Bonn, forits continued support and hospitality while
this paper was being written.
I. The period correspondence

Chapter

via L-series

In this chapter we state and prove the correspondence between Maass
formsand solutions of the three-termfunctional equation in the cut plane C'.
The easier and more formalparts of the proofwill be given in Sections 2 and 3.
The essential analytic step of the proof,which involves relating both the Maass
wave formu and its period function b to the L-series of u via Mellin transforms
and then moving the path of integration,will be described in Section 4.

1. The correspondences u -->LE

+->

f

-->
*

The followingtheorem gives four equivalent descriptions of Maass forms,
the firstequivalence u +-> (Lo, L1) being due to Maass.
THEOREM 1. Let s be a complexnumberwitha := R(s) > 0. Then there
are canonicalcorrespondences
betweenobjectsof thefollowingfourtypes:

(a) a Maass cuspformu witheigenvalues(1 -s);
(b) a pair of DirichletL-series L,(p) (E = 0, 1), convergentin some
righthalf-plane,such thatthefunctionsL* (p) = a (p + E) LE(p), where
Vs(P) = 41 p (P

s +

(P+

s

are entirefunctionsoffiniteorderand satisfy
L* (1 -p)

(1. 1)

= (-l)EL*

(p);

(c) a holomorphic
functionf (z) on C ',. X, invariantunderz i ) z + 1
and bounded by lW(z)IA for some A > 0, such that the function
across thepositivereal axis and
f (z) - z-2s f (-1/z) extendsholomorphically
is bounded by a multiple of min{1, IZj-2,}

(d) a holomorphic
functionb: C'
(1.2)

0(z) =

->

((Z+ 1) + (Z + 1)-

in the righthalf-plane;

C satisfying
thefunctionalequation
( Z +1 )

(z c ?/)
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and the estimates
IQV(Z)I-A (1 +

(1-3)

<

<(z)

{

Z12A-2U)

1

if R(z) >, 0zI
if R(z) >, 1zI

IZ-2u

for some A > 0.

ifJR(z) < 0
< 1
>1

u i ) L8 and f i ) L, are givenbytheMellin transforms
The correspondences
L* (p) =

(1.4)

j

and
(1.5)

(21-)-P

F(p) L8(p

s + 2)

-

=

u (y) yP- dy

j

(f (iy)

-

(-l)&f (-iy)) yP-l dy,

where
(1.6)

u0(y) = V1 u(iy),

81(Y)

=

Ott
9x

2ti~Qty)
_

f i 0b is givenbyformula(0.5), for somefixedc(s) :& 0.
The correspondence
Remark. In the last two lines of (1.3), we wrote the estimates on b which
we will actually obtain forthe period functions / attached to Maass wave forms
(for which in fact a = 1/2), but for the proof of the implication (d) =X (a) we
will in fact only need to assume a weaker estimate in the right half-plane;
namely

/(z)

(1.7)

( zl-Ou+6)

-

O(IzI-0f-6)

(R(z) > 0, IzI < 1),
(R(z)

> 0, IZI > 1)

for some a > 0. Combining the two implications, we see that a Maass period
function b satisfying (1.7) for any positive a automatically satisfies it with
d = a. This is another instance of the "bootstrapping" phenomenon mentioned
in the introductionand studied in Chapter III. In fact,we will see in Chapter III
that such a b actually has asymptotic expansions in the right half-plane (or
even in any wedge arg z <w - E) of the form

(1.8)

V(Z)
(z) -

feCO

Co Z + C+2*2+

ZC-z2s

+ C*Z-2s-l

as
-2s-2

+

-zj

- 0,

as Iz??

.

Notice, too, that the "(a) ==X(d)" direction of Theorem 1 gives one part of
the Theorem stated in the introduction, since if we start with a Maass wave
formthen we get a holomorphic function b satisfying(1.2) and (1.3), and its
restrictionto E+ is a real-analytic functionsatisfying(0.2) and (0.3) (or even
a strengtheningof (0.3), namely b(x) = 0(1) as x -> 0, b(x) = 0(1/x) as
x
oc) .
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2. Periodicity, L-series, and the three-term functional equation
The modular group F is generated by the two transformationsz [ ) z + 1
and z i -1/z. The content of Theorem 1 can then be broken down correspondingly into two main parts. The firstpart will be treated now: we will
show that the periodicity of u is equivalent to the periodicity of f (here and in
future, "periodic" means "1-periodic," i.e. invariant under z | z + 1), to the
property that Lo and L1 are (ordinary) Dirichlet series, and to the fact that
Vb(z) satisfies the three-termfunctional equation. The second (and harder)
part, which will be done in Section 4, says that under suitable growthassumptions the followingthree conditions are equivalent: the invariance of u under
z |* -1/z, the functional equations of Lo and L1, and the continuabilityof Vb
fromCxI\ E to C'.
*

PROPOSITION 1. Let s be a complex number,cr= R(s). Then equations
(1.4)-(1.6) give one-to-one correspondencesbetweenthefollowing threeclasses
of functions:
(a) a periodic solution u of Au = s(1-s)u in X satisfyingthe growthcondition
u(X + iy) - Q(yA) for some A < minfcr,1 - };
(b) a pair of Dirichlet L-series L8(p)
plane;

(& = 0, 1), convergentin some half-

(c) a periodic holomorphicfunction f (z) on C x IR satisfying
f (Z) -

(| 2(Qz) I|-A)

for some A > 0.
Proof. As is well-known,the equation Au = s(1 - s)u together with the
periodicity of u and the growth estimate given in (a) are jointly equivalent to
the representabilityof u by a Fourier series of the form
(1.9)

u(z) =

y SAnK
n7&0

1(27wnly)e2rTinx
~~2

(z=x+iy,

y>

0)

with coefficientsAn EcC of polynomial growth. (We need the growthcondition
to eliminate exponentially large terms yI 1 (27rinIy)e27rinxand "constant"
2

terms acyS + 3yl-S in the Fourier expansion of u.) To such a u we associate
the two Dirichlet series Lo and L1 defined by
00

(1. 10)

L]?(p) = EA
n=1

A,

n

(? = 0 or 1,

An,E= An + (-1)8A-n)
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and the periodicholomorphicfunctionf in C x R definedby
(1.11)

f {z)

E=

f Z~0S-A
-

if ?(z) > 0,

En<o Jnls 2 An

z27rinz

if W(z) < 0.

(The minus sign in frontof the second sum will be importantlater.) The
polynomialgrowthof the An impliesthat Lo and L1 convergein a half-plane
and that f(x + iy) is bounded by a power of IyI as yI > 0. Conversely,
if we start eitherwith two Dirichletseries Lo and L1 whichare convergent
somewhere,or witha periodicand holomorphicfunctionf(z) in C - IlRwhich
is O(JQ(z)K-A) forsome A > 0, then the expansion (1.10) or (1.11) defines
coefficients
{An}~n:o whichare of polynomialgrowthin n (evidentlyso in the
formercase, and by the standardHecke argumentin the lattercase). Then if
we defineu by (1.9), we findthat the functionsus definedby (1.6) have the
Bessel expansions
00

Z

u8(y)

n=1

(ny)-An,K __(27ny)

(y > O,

2

E= O

or 1);

formulas
this in conjunctionwiththe standardMellintransform

j

e-2tryyp-l dy = (27)-P

(p),

j/

K

1(27y) yPl

dy = -s(p)

shows that the functionsL8, f and u are indeed related to each other by
E
formulas(1.4) and (1.5).
We have now describedthe passage froma periodic solutionof Au =
s(1 - s)u to a holomorphicperiodicfunctionf. The passage fromf to Vbis
givenby the followingpurelyalgebraicresult.
2. Let Vb(z) be a functionin the complexupperhalf-plane
a
and s complexnumber,s , 2. Then Vb(z)satisfiesthefunctionalequation
(1.2) if and onlyif thefunction4)(z) + z-2s0(-1/z) is periodic.
More precisely,formulas(0.5) and (0.6), for any two constantsc(s) and
c*(s) satisfyingc(s) c*(s) = 1 - e-27is, definea one-to-onecorrespondence
betweensolutions4 of (1.2) and periodicfunctionsf in 'H. The same holds
truein thelowerhalf-plane,butwiththeconditionon c(s) and c*(s) now being
1 - e27is.
c(s) c*(s)
PROPOSITION
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Proof. If 7bsatisfies(1.2), then
O=[0

z~)-~z+
1)

)2s

[

SO

4z)

+
+1h) (z

+

Z

(Z

+

~+ )(Z

Z+

+)yf

)

Z

+i1

- [b(Z)+z

1)2

s

(z)

Zj)1

so f(z) + z-2s'(-l/z),
and hence also the functionf(z) definedby (0.6),
is periodic. Conversely,if f is periodic and we substituteforfb from(0.5),
of the left-and right-handsides of (1.2) is a
then we findthat the difference
linearcombinationofthreeexpressionsofthe formf (w + 1) - f(w) and hence
vanishes. It is easy to checkthat (0.5) and (0.6) are inverseto each otherif
F
the productof c(s) and c*(s) has the value givenin the proposition.
Remarks. 1. The choice of the normalizingconstantsc(s) is not impor-

we mustmake it explicit.We
tant,but to have a well-defined
correspondence
choose
(1.12)

c(s)=

i 7rS
](1-s)'

c8(s)A:

2,s~l

(s)

e+i7rS

In the second formula,in whichc*(s) shouldmoreproperlybe denotedc*+(s),
the upper sign is to be chosen in the upper half-planeand the lowerone in
the lowerhalf-plane.We have chosento splitthe product1 - eT2,iS intotwo
(reciprocalsof) gammafunctionsbecause whenwe discussthe degenerationof
our storyat integralvalues of s (whichwe will do in Chapter IV) it will be
convenientto have c(s) nonzerofornegativeintegrals and c*(s) nonzerofor
positiveintegrals.
2. We wouldhavelikedto add a part "(d)" to Proposition1 givinga fourth
class offunctions~b(z) equivalentto the otherthree.Unfortunately,
in the nonMaass case the growth conditions cannot be made to match
up exactly as they do in Theorem 1. The condition f (z) ? IQ(z) I-A
implies that z-2sf (-1/z), and hence ~b(z), is bounded by a multipleof
IV(z) -A(1 + Iz 12A-25) in C- Et,but in the conversedirection,imposingthis
growthconditionon ~b(z) onlypermitsus to deduce that the functionf(z) definedby (0.6) satisfiesthe same estimate.Since f is periodicthis is equivalent
> 0 and has at most polynomial
as lQ(z)
growthas I(z) I- oc, and since f is also holomorphicand hence has an expansionin powersof e2,riz,thisimpliesthat f(z) in each half-planeis the sum

to saying that f(z) is

O( p(Z)

-A)

of a constanta? and an exponentiallysmall remainderterm O(e-27 a(z)I) as
Q(z) -> oc. Because ofthesetwoconstantsthisclass offunctionsf (z) is not
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exactly the one occurring in Proposition 1(c), but contains it as a subspace of
codimension 2. (These extra two constants correspond to the possible terms ys
and yl-s in a solution of Au = s(1 - s) u in the upper half-plane.) This point
is related to the existence of Eisenstein series and the correspondingmodifications to the theory when noncuspidal wave formsare allowed, as discussed in
Section 1 of Chapter IV.

3. Even and odd
As mentioned in the introduction,a Maass wave formu(z) is called even or
odd if u(-z-) = +u(z). Since u(-z) forany Maass wave formu is another wave
form,it is clear that we can decompose the space Maasss of Maass wave forms
with eigenvalue s(1-s) into the direct sum of the spaces Maass+ of even and odd
forms. (In all known cases, and conjecturally for all s, dim(Maasss) = 0 or 1,
so one of Maass+ is always 0.) If we restrict to even or odd forms,then the
f becomes somewhat
description of the correspondences u *-+ {An} <-+ L
simpler: we need only the coefficientsA, for n > 1 (since A-n = ?A,)I
Z
we have only one L-series L(p)
Ann-P (since either uo(y) or ul(y) is
E=i
identically zero), and the functionf (z) need only be specifiedin the upper halfplane (since f in the lower half-plane is then determined by f(-z) = Tf(z)).
On the period side we have a similar decomposition. Let FEs denote
the space of solutions of the three-termfunctional equation (1.2) in C -ER
(holomorphic or continuous, with or without growth conditions, and defined
in C x , N, X-, C' or R+), and denote by FE+ the space of functionsof the
same type satisfyingthe functional equation

(1.13)
PROPOSITION.

(z) =

(z + 1)

Z-2s q/(Z +

FES = FES+ 0 FE-.

Proof. If b(z) satisfies (1.2), then one checks directlythat the function
(1 .14)

?,b(z)

:_ z- 2s O,(I/Z)

also does. The involution T thereforesplits FEs into a (+1)- and a (-1)-eigenspace. We claim that these are just the spaces FE+ and FET-. Indeed, if'L satisfies (1.13) then fb is (+1)-invariant under r (since the right-handside of (1.13)
+ 1) =
is) and then the last term of (1.13) can be replaced by +z-2sbr(Z-l
+ 1)), so C FEs; and conversely,if b C FEs is (+1)-invariant
(z + 1)-2s(zl(z
under r then we can replace the last term in (1.2) by A(z + 1)-2sfb (z/(z + 1))
E
to get (1.13).
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There are then even and odd versions of Theorems 1, giving isomorphisms
between Maass+ and the subspaces of FE+ consisting of solutions of (1.13) in
C' or Et+ satisfyingappropriate growth conditions. The even version reads:
Let {A,}?I,
be a sequence of complex numbers of polynomial
growth. Then the following are equivalent:
THEOREM.

(a) the function

y

00

,

A, K

n=l

1 (27wny)cos 2wrrx is invariant under z

|-*

2

-1/z (and hence is an even Maass wave form);
00

(b) the function -ys(p) E
der p I, 1-p;

n=1

Ann-P is entire of finite order and is invariant un-

(c) the function definedby

S ns-1/2 A

00

:1:

(e427rinz

z

2s

eT27rin/z)

n=1

for Qi(z) Z 0 extends holomorphically to C' and is bounded in the right
half-plane.
The odd version is similar except that we must replace "cos" by "sin"
(and "even" by "odd") in part (a), replace ays(p) by -ys(p + 1) and "invariant"
by "anti-invariant"in part (b), and omit the ? sign before the summation in
part (c). The direct proof of either the odd or even version is slightlysimpler
than the proof of Theorem 1 because there is only one nonzero function us
and only one Dirichlet series to deal with; but on the other hand there are
two cases to be considered rather than one, so that we have preferredto give
a uniformtreatment.
4. Relations

between Mellin transforms; proof of Theorem

1

In Section 2 we saw how the invariance of u under z |-* z + 1 corresponds
to the existence of the two Dirichlet series Lo and L1 and to the three-term
functional equation of Vb(z) in C x X, and also how the invariance under z |-*
-1/z translates into the functional equations of Lo and L1. In this section we
give the essential part of the proof of Theorem 1 by showing how the functional
equations of the L-series L8 both implies and followsfromthe extendability of
Vbto all of C' (assuming appropriate growth conditions).
The main tool will be Mellin transforms and their inverse transforms,
which are integrals along vertical lines, so we will often need growthestimates
on such lines. We introduce the terminology "oa-exponentialdecay" to denote
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a functionwhichgrowsat most like O( p Ae-,ep)

forsome A as pI
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along a vertical line or in a vertical strip. For instance, the gamma functionis
of (w/2)-exponential decay in every vertical strip.
The implications (a) X (b). This part of Theorem 1, which is due to Maass
(see [12]), follows easily fromthe discussion in Section 2. Indeed, fromAu =
s(1 - s)u and the fact that A commutes with the action of F, it followsthat the
functionu(z) - u(-1/z) satisfies the same differentialequation and therefore
vanishes identicallyifit vanishes to second order on the positive imaginary axis,
i.e., if the two functions uo and u1 satisfy u8(l/y) = (-l)8yu8(y) (& = 0, 1),
which by virtue of (1.4) translates immediately into the functional equation
(1.1). The only point which has to be made is that forthe converse direction,
which depends on writingu,(y) as an inverse Mellin transform
us~y

=-X

L*(p) y-P dp

(C > 0),

we need an estimate on the growthof L* in vertical strips in order to ensure the
convergence of the integral. Such an estimate is provided by the PhragmenLindelof theorem: the Dirichlet series L8(p) is absolutely convergentand hence
uniformlybounded in some right half-plane, so by the functional equation it
also grows at most polynomially on vertical lines R(p) = C with C <K 0;
and since by assumption L8(p) is entire of finiteorder, the Phragmen-Lindel6f
theorem then implies that it grows at most polynomially in IpIon any vertical
line. It then follows fromthe definitionof the functions L*(p) that they are
of (w/2)-exponential decay, since the gamma factor is. This growth estimate
ensures the rapid convergence of the inverse Mellin transformintegral above
and will be needed several times below.
The implication (b) X (c). Let f be the periodic holomorphic function
associated to Lo and L1 by (1.10) and (1.11). Since the A, have polynomial
growth, it is clear that f(z) is exponentially small as (z)l -* oc and of at
most polynomial growth as lQ(z)l - 0. We have to show that the function
f (Z) - Z-2sf (-1/z) continues analytically from C x Il to C' and satisfiesthe
given growth estimate in the right-halfplane. (Here the specific normalization
in (1.11), with the extra minus sign in the lower half-plane, will be essential.)
To do this, we proceed as follows. Denote by
(1.15)

f?(P)

= j

f(?iy)yP-l

dy

(X(p) ?> 0)

the Mellin transformof the restrictionof f to the positive or negative imaginary
axis. (The integral converges by the growth estimates just given.) Then for
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R(p) largeenoughwe have

jn (+ S

f?(p) =

(1.16a)

=+(27)P
(I1.16b)

Ce217rny)YP-l dy

2S

1) ?Lj(p-s+

(Lo(p-s+

=+

(

+

)

(2

2P+)

2))
P ) L (p
p-s

COS7((-

+ 2)

) sin7r(s - 28)L*(p - s + 1):

+ 15r(2) r(82

whereto get the last equalitywe have used the standardidentities
r(7)r(l-F)=
2 ~'FxF1x=

r(x)=z2x-l7-l/2r(X)r(X+l),

2

sinwx

From (1. 16a) it followsthat f? (p) is holomorphicexcept forsimplepoles at
p = O.-1, -2, ... and is of (w/2)-exponentialdecay on any verticalline.
Thereforethe inverseMellintransform
f(i

2)=

27rz

j

(p)=C

f?(p) y-P dp

(y> 0)

convergesforany C > 0 and extendsanalyticallyto all y with I arg(y) < w/2,
givingthe integralrepresentation
f(z)

I j

=

P

and therefore
-

f(z)

z2S

f(

-

i7rP/2 z-P

)

j

1/z) =

2et(p)=C

27=
I

[e

f+(p)

E C,

dp (z

Q(z)

i7r
zp2s]

-

z
[e i7rp/2

Q0)

p/2f (p) _-4i7r(2s-p)/2
f(2s

-

dp

p)] z-P dp

0. But formula(1.16b) togetherwith the
for0 < C < 2R(s) and a(z)
functionalequationsof Lo and L* and the elementarytrigonometry
identities
Ae4iip/2

e-i'p/2

cos w(s

-

p72) T ejir(2s-p)/2

sinw(s

-

p72) + eTir(2s-p)/2 sin

coS

-P = i sinws

2
2

= sin ws
-

give
(1.17)
i2inr

[ e4iP/2 f (p)

-

li(2s-p)/

i sin 7s

=

__

_P

2 -2 P+

2

-

*p-s+1
2l

fi (2s -p)
7()(

2)-

L(

)
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so miraculously the two integral representationsof f (z) - z-2sf (-1/z) in the
upper and in the lowerhalf-planecoalesce intoa single integralrepresentation
f (Z)

-

'2S f (-1/Z)

sin
7rs
2ws+2 k()cL

[r(P +

-

l)(2

2

P+

)

2

i-)F(2S2

L*(p

o0

- +
2+~

p) L -(P- s + 1)j

and this now convergesforall z with Iarg(z)I < r (i.e. forall z
the expressionin square bracketsis of w-exponential
decay.
Finally, the estimates for f (z)

-

z-2sf

(-1/z)

E

z-Pdp,

C') because

in the right half-plane fol-

low easily fromthe integralrepresentation
just given. Indeed, the integral
immediatelygives a (uniform)bound O(Izl-c) in this half-planeforany C
between0 and 2o, but since the integrandis meromorphic
withsimplepoles
at p - 0 and p = 2s we can evenmovethe path ofintegration
to a verticalline
R(p) = C with C slightlyto the leftof 0 or to the rightof 20, pickingup a
residueproportionalto 1 or to z-2s respectively.This givesan even stronger
asymptoticestimatethanthe one in (c), and by movingthe path ofintegration
even further
we could get the completeasymptoticexpansions(1.8), withthe
coefficients
C* beingmultiplesofthe values ofthe L-seriesLo(p) and Li(p) at
shiftedintegerarguments.We omitthe details sincewe will also obtain these
method.
asymptoticexpansionsin ChapterIII by a completelydifferent
The implication (c) = (d). This is essentiallyjust the algebraicidentity
provedin Section2 (Proposition2), sincethe functionVbdefinedby (0.5) autofunctionalequation (1.2). The firstestimate
maticallysatisfiesthe three-term
in (1.3) is trivial since it is satisfied separately by f (z) and

z-2s f (-I/z),

and

the othertwo estimatesweregivenexplicitlyin (c) as conditionson the function f.

The implication (d) = (b). Now suppose that we have a function4(z)
satisfyingthe conditionsin part (d) of Theorem 1. We already saw in Section2 (Proposition2 and Remark 2) that the functionalequation (1.2) and
the estimates(1.3) implythe existenceof DirichletseriesL8 and of a periodic
holomorphic function f(z) related to each other and to

4

by (1.10), (1.11),

(0.5) and (0.6). The last two growthconditionsin (1.3) implythat the Mellin
transform
integral
(1.18)

(p)

j

4(x) xP-1 dx

convergesforany p with 0 < R(p) < 2orand moreoverthat we can rotate
the path of integrationfromthe positivereal axis to the positiveor negative
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imaginary axis to get

j

i

(1.19)

(iy)yP-l dy =(p)

(-iy) y

=i-p

dy

-> 0, and of course
The same estimates also imply that f(iy) = 0(1) as My
f(iy) is exponentially small for Iyj - oc by (1.11), so the Mellin transform
integral (1.15) converges for all p with R(p) > 0 and we have

(1.20)
c(s)

j

Vb(?iy) yPl

j

dy
-

[(iy)

fx(p))

-

eTilrfii

f(?i/y)] yPl dy

e+a
(a-S y2S

(2s-p)

for p in the strip 0 < 0?(p) < 2or. Therefore (1.19) gives
e

[f?(p) - e-Sjf+(2s
[+

-

p)] = e-

[f_(p)

-

ei

f(2s

-

p)]

Substituting for14(p) in terms of L4(p) from(1.16b), which is valid in the strip
0 < tR(p) < 2o by the same argument as before, and moving the appropriate
terms on each side of the equation to the other side, we obtain
i71-s

r( p)
-r

T7- [Lo*(p ( 2y)Fr(~f)

+ 2))-Lo
[L*(p-s

(s -p + 1)]

+ 2) + L*(s-p

+ 2)]-

But the left-handside of this equation changes sign and the right-handside is
invariant under p ~- 2s - p, so both sides must vanish. This gives the desired
functional equations of Lo and L1.
We still have to check that L* is entire and of finiteorder. We already
know that f](p) is holomorphic for R(p) > 0, so formula (1.5) implies that
LE (p) is also holomorphic in this half-plane. If 0 < o- < 1, then by looking
at the poles of the gamma-factor ys(p + &) we deduce that L*(p) has no poles
in the smaller right half-plane 0(p) > I1 - 1 The functional equation then
o- o,
implies that L*(p) also has no poles in the left half-plane R(p) < 1 and since these two half-planes intersect, L*(p) is in fact an entire function
of p. Furthermore,any of the integralrepresentationswhich show that L*(p) is
holomorphic also shows that it is of at most exponential growthin any vertical
strip, which together with the functional equation and the boundedness of LE
in a right half-plane implies that L* is of finiteorder.
This completes the proof of the theorem if 0 < o- < 1. To extend the
result to all s with o- > 0, we use the fact (which will be proved in ?3 of Chapter III) that any functionVbsatisfyingthe assumptions of (d) has asymptotic
representationsof the form (1.8) near 0 and oc. These asymptotic expansions
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give the locations of the poles of the Mellin transformVb(p)of Ab;namely, it has
simple poles at p =-m and p = 2s4+m with residues Cm and (-1)m'+Cm, respectively. But equations (1.19) and (1.20) togetherwith equation (1.16b), the
functional equation (1.1) (now established), and the trigonometricidentities
preceding equation (1.17) combine to give

C(s)4(p)

=

_

- p +-

,p?1\,2s

I)__
_(P+
2

~2

- i7r F(2) r22s

(1.21)

)L(-A
02

-

)

L*(p - s + l

for some nonzero constant C(s). Replacing p by 2s - p just changes the sign
of the second term on the right,so the firstand second terms on the right are
proportional to L(p) + /(2s - p) and L(p) - i(2s - p), respectively,and this
implies that both Lo and L* are entire, since the poles of ~(p) + L(2s - p) are
cancelled by those of the gamma factors.
Finally, we observe that if we had used the weaker condition (1.7) instead
of the last two conditions of (1.3) then the same proofwould have gone through,
except that we would have had to work with p in the smaller strip r - 3 <
3(p) < c + 3 instead of 0 < R(p) < 2u.
Chapter

II. The period correspondence

via integral transforms

Let u(z) be a Maass wave formwith spectral parameter s. In Chapter I
we definedthe associated period functionfL in the upper and lower half-planes
by the formula

3ns-1/2A1n (e?27inz

00

(2.1)

WL(z)= +

-

z-2seF27rin/z)

n=1

(O(z)

0)

(Here and throughout this chapter, the symbol - denotes equality up to a
factor depending only on s.) On the other hand, as was mentioned in the
introduction to the paper, the original definition of the period function as
given (in the even case) in [10] was by an integral transform;namely
f00

(2.2)

Zt(z)

X

ZLs

2

2)-

(z2 ?t2)s1

-

u(it) dt

(Rf(Z) > 0)

where we have written "L''i" instead of "L'" to avoid ambiguity until we have
proved the proportionalityof the two functions. This definitionis more direct,
but does not make apparent either of the two main properties of the period
function,viz., that it extends holomorphically to the cut plane C' and that it
satisfiesthe three-termfunctionalequation (0.1). In this chapter we will study
the functiondefined by the integral (2.2) fromseveral differentpoints of view,
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each ofwhichleads to a proofofthesetwopropertiesand each ofwhichbrings
out different
aspects ofthe theory.More specifically:
In Section 1 we extendthe definition(2.2) to includeodd as well as even
of Wb(z)as an inverseMellin
wave formsand show, using the representation
of the L-seriesof u whichwas the centralresultof ChapterI, that
transform
the functionsfL and Wb'are proportionalin theircommonregionof definition.
This showsthat Wb'extendsto the lefthalf-planeand satisfiesthe functional
equation(sincethesepropertiesare obviousfromthe representation
(2.1)), and
at the same timethat fL extendsholomorphically
across the positivereal axis
(since this propertyis clear from(2.2)).
In Section2 we give a directproofofthe two desiredproperties.It turns
out that the integrandin (2.2) can be writtenin a canonical way as the restrictionto the imaginaryaxis of a closed 1-formdefinedin the whole upper
half-plane.This permitsus to deformthe path of integration,and fromthis
the analyticextendability,
the functionalequation of Wbj(z),and the proportionalityof Wbjand fL followin a verynaturalway.
In Section 3 we studythe propertiesof the functionWLjwhen u(z) is asof the Laplace operatorbut no longerto be
sumed to be an eigenfunction
F-invariant.Specifically,
we showthat the invarianceof u(z) underthe transformation
S:

z I

-1/z

is equivalentto the identityWLj(l/z)= z2s Li(z), whilethe invarianceof u(z)
underthe transformation
T: z

?

+z+l1

is reflectedin the factthat the function~b2definedby
(2.3)

Z2>f2(1

?

-) =

z

bl (z)

-

bl (z +

1)

(R(z) > 0)

extends holomorphicallyto C' and satisfiesthe same identity 2 (1/Z) =
z2s 2(z). It is then easy to deduce that if u is invariantunder both S and
T then4' equals '2 (i.e., '1 satisfiesthe three-term
functionalequation) and
is proportionalto W. We also show how to interpretthese relationshipsin
termsof a summationformuladue to Ferrar.
In Section4 we explainhowto pass fromthe Maass formu(z) to the function 4(z) via an intermediatefunctiong(w) whichis relatedto both of them
by integraltransforms.This is the approachused in [10],but the derivation
givenhere is simpler. The functiong linksu and L in a veryprettyway: it
is an entirefunctionwhose values at integralmultiplesof 27riare the Fourier
ofu and whoseTaylorcoefficients
at w = 0 are proportionalto the
coefficients
L
=
of at z 1. We also showthat the Taylorcoefficients
of L
Taylorcoefficients
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at z = 0 are proportionalto specialvalues ofthe L-seriesofu, in exact analogy
with the correspondingfact forthe coefficients
of the period polynomialsof
holomorphicmodularformswhichis discussedin ChapterIV.
Finally,in Section 5 we give an expressionforWb(z)as a formalintegral
transformof an automorphicdistributionon IR which is obtained fromthe
functionu(z) by a limitingprocessas z approachesthe boundary.This representationmakesthe propertiesof fL intuitively
clear and ties togetherseveral
ofthe otherapproachesused in the earliersectionsofthe chapter.
1. The integral representation of fL in terms of u
In this sectionwe will use the L-seriesproofgivenin Section4 of Chapter I to provethat the Mellin transforms
of the restrictionsof WLjand fL to
a
are
proportional
and
hence
that
is
multipleof W. This helps to unb1
R+
puts
derstandthe propertiesof the period function,since each representation
different
aspects into evidence: formula(2.1) and the elementaryalgebraic
lemma (Proposition2) of Section2 of ChapterI make it clear that absatisfies
the three-term
functionalequation (1.2), but not at all obviousthat it extends
holomorphically
fromC K JtR
to C', whilefrom(2.2) (or its odd analogue) it is
obvious that Vb1extendsacross the positivereal axis but not that it extends
beyondthe imaginaryaxis or that it satisfiesthe three-term
equation.
We will state the resultin a uniformversionwhichincludesboth even
and odd Maass forms.The definition(2.2) ofthe function '1(z) mustthenbe
replacedby
(2.4)
01)1(z)= 2sz

o

s+12 ot2)U dt - 27ri

ts(/2+ i(t)

dt

(X(z) > 0)

whereu0 and ul, as in Chapter I (eq. (1.6)), denote the renormalizedvalue
and normalderivativeofu restrictedto the imaginaryaxis. Of courseonlythe
firsttermis presentis u is even and onlythe second ifu is odd.
For u a Maass wave form the function L1(z) defined by
PROPOSITION.
(2.4) is proportional to the period functionO (z) definedin Theorem 1 of Chapter I.

of '1and W.
Proof. We willprovethisby comparingthe Mellintransforms
0
the functiondefined
Since uo and u1 are ofrapid decay at both and infinity,
to the positive
in the righthalf-planeand its restriction
by (2.4) is holomorphic
Hence the Mellintransform
real axis is 0(1) near 0 and O(z-2(s)) at infinity.
fA 01(x) xP- dx exists in the strip 0 < R(p) < 2R(s). We can compute
it easily by interchanging
the orderof integrationand recognizingthe inner
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integralas a beta integral.The resultofthe computationis
j0Li(x)

x-1d

-P + 1

j

F ( 2 ) r ( 2s 2 P)

jUt

p(P +
-

is

)

(2s

o(t) tp-s-l/2dt
dt

(t) tP-s-1/2

whichagrees (up to a constantfactor)withthe expressionon the right-hand
side of (1.21). Applyingthe inverseMellin transform,we deduce that the
are proportionalwhenrestrictedto the positivereal axis
functionsfL and ofWbj
E
and hence,by analyticcontinuation,also in the righthalf-plane.

2. The period function as the integral of a closed 1-form
(z) satisfiesthe conditionsofa Maass
In the last sectionwe provedthat Wb'
to C ', functionalequation,and growth)byusing
periodfunction(extendability
(2.4) as
the resultsof Chapter I. Now we give a directproofby interpreting
the path.
the integralof a closed 1-formalong a path and thendeforming
We startwitha moregeneralconstruction.Ifu and v are twodifferentiable
functions of a complex variable z

= {u,v}(z)

x + iy, let {uv}

=

be the

differential
1-form(Green's form)definedby the formula
au

OV

OV

(v
(2.5) O{a,v} = ~~~~a
-Ou V )dx+(u--v O

au

u a u/Ox

au/ay

Ox
Ov/
dx

Ov/Oy
dy

x0)dy=

We also considerthe complexversionofthis,definedby
[u,v]= [u,v](z) = vz

wheredz = dx + idy, dz-=dx-idy,
LEMMA.

-dz + u
Oa

- 20a
aDaz-2ax

z,

A &? = 20X +
Uz=
2ax

2Y
ay,

2ay'

The forms {u, v} and [u, v] have the followingproperties:

(i) [u, v] + [v,u] = d(uv),

[u,v] - [v,u] = -i {u, v}.

of the Laplacian with the same eigenvalue,
(ii) If u and v are eigenfrunctions
theni{u, v} and [u, v] are closed forms.
(iii) If z H-4g(z) is any holomorphic change of variables, theni{u o g, v o g}
{ U,v} o g and [u o g,v o g] = [u,v] o g.

Proof. (i) Direct calculation.

=
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02
02
(ii) The statementholdsforboththe euclideanLaplacian AO = 02 ?02
and the hyperbolicLaplacian A = -y2A0, since (for {u,v}, which suffices
by (i))
~~~~[0(

dfumv} = [-

ay

Aou) dx

(uAov-v

=

0vN

au

-(v-u-qay
ay

0 (

+ I- (
Ox

v

auh~

--vOx

A dy = (v Au-u

Ox
Av)

dx Acd

dx A dy
V2

by (i) to provethisforone ofthe twoforms;thistime
(iii) Again it suffices
[u,v] is easier. Replacingu and v by u o g and v o g multiplies0u/0z by g'(z)
and 0v/0z-by g'(z), while replacingz by g(z) in [u,v] leaves the coefficients
E
uvz and vu- unchangedbut multipliesdz by g'(z) and dz-by g'(z).
whenv is the sthpowerofthe function
We will apply this construction
R()=(x

- ()2 + y2 =2

(a E

(z-(-Zi

tEA

,Z=X+

equation
The main propertiesof this functionare the transformation
(2.6)

=

Rg(gz)

forg =(

b

E

(c( + d)2 R(z)

equation
SL(2, IR) and the differential

(2.7)

(S E C).

Rs

A(Rs) =s(1-s)

if ( E IR, since then R((z) > 0; in the
(Here the sth power is well-defined
complementin 7- of some path joining
to
the
case
we
must
z
restrict
general
( and ( and choose the evidentbranchof R..) Both propertiescan be proved
easily eitherby directcalculationor (for( real, whichsuffices)by observing
that R.:(z) - c2 (gz) forany
cE SL(2, I) withg-1 (oo) =
From (2.7) and (ii) of the lemma it followsthat if u: -H -( C is an
form{tu, R.}
of A witheigenvalues(1 - s), thenthe differential
eigenfunction
is closed. Explicitly,we have
f

R 'J}(z)

_

( SsY 1(y2
(

/

(x-()2

-

,'-2s(x
+

(((

() 2 +

The dy part of this (withx
(2.4) can be rewritten
(2.8)

(X

~)2

-

()

______________

((x

+ y2)

E>

bi(0)

O'y
2) 8+1

(Z)

0, y H-* t, (

{u,

H-*

((x

-)

-

)

y2)

S~~~~~~~~
()2 +

2)s

(z()

dy.

z) is the integrandin (2.4), so

R'}(z),
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where R(() > 0 and the integral is taken along the imaginary axis. But now,
because the form {u, R'} is closed, we can replace the imaginary axis by any
other path from0 to ioo which passes to the leftof both ( and (. We can then
move ( to any new point with ( and ( to the rightof the new path. This gives
the analytic continuation of 1b' to C' for any u which is sufficientlysmall at
o and oc to ensure convergence, and in particular for u a Maass form. The
three-termfunctional equation in the Maass case also follows easily. Indeed,
(2.6) and part (iii) of the lemma imply
I
g- (a)

for any g = (a)
E SL(2, R) for which u o g = u, and hence for any g E F in
the Maass case; thus we have

-

-+

S

+=

(j

-I I

){a,

R (z)= 0.

A modification of the same idea can be used to give a direct proof of the
proportionalityof the functions 1b' and fLin the Maass case. We observe first
that by part (i) of the lemma we can replace {u, R'} by [u, R'] in (2.8), since
the integral of d(uR9) from0 to oc vanishes. The invariance properties of [,.]
and Re then give
(2.9)
for

~

too
j[a,

L(b

R ](z)=f()-

2sf(/)

[U) R' ] (z)

E

E A, where
C
rig

f1(4)-J

(The point of replacing {u, R.} by [u, R.] in (2.8) is that the formerhas a
as z - ( and hence cannot be integrated from( to
singularitylike Iz --s-i
0o, whereas the latter has only a Iz- (1- singularityat (, which is integrable
for 0 < f(s) < 1.) The function fi is holomorphic, since

a&fi(<)
at)-(Z)

a

(R((z)s)

is
t5

(
0Z8-

`

and is obviously periodic (replace z by z + 1 in the integral), so (2.9) gives a
second proof of the three-termfunctional equation by virtue of Proposition 2
of Chapter I, Section 2. Moreover, term-by-termintegration using formula
10.2 (13), [6, Vol. II, p. 129] shows that fi is proportional to the function f
defined by (1.11) in the upper half-plane. A similar argument works in the
lower half-plane, but now with fj (() defined as - fz?[R ,u] (z). This gives a
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newproofthat the functionb definedin C K IRby (2.1) extendsto C' and that
the functions1bjand fL are proportional.We have also obtained an explicit
t-+ C associated to a Maass
of the holomorphicfunctionf:
representation
wave formas an Abel transform:
Let u be a Maass waveformwithFourierexpansion(1.9).
Then thefunctionf definedby(1.11) has the integralrepresentation
PROPOSITION.

710f
OO(u(z)

8--az)y

ydZs?

&(z (-()S(Z

2L

_ ()S

_tz)

in the upperhalf-plane,wherethe integralcan be takenalong any path.
3. The incomplete gamma function expansion of fL
We now considerthe behaviorof the correspondenceu H-*> ' definedby
the integral(2.2) or (2.4) forfunctionsu in the upperhalf-planewhichare not
necessarilyinvariantunderall ofF but onlyunderS or T separately.This will
ofthe transformation
and to a better
lead to a numberofalternatedescriptions
ofits properties,as well as supplyingyetanotherproofthat Q1
understanding
satisfiesthe three-term
functionalequation when u is in fact a Maass wave
form.For simplicitywe restrictour attentionto the even case u(z) = u(-Z),
so that Q1 is definedby (2.2). The odd case will be treatedbrieflyat the end
of the section.
S-invariance. This is veryeasy. Substitutingt -- 1/tin (2.2) gives
(2.10)

u(-1/z) = u(Z)

X

b(l/z)

= z2s Li(Z);

i.e., the S-invarianceof u is reflectedin the T-invarianceof 1Lj, where T is
the involutiondefinedin (1.14). Conversely,if we knowthat 1Lj= b, then
we can deduce that u is S-invariantif it is assumed to be an eigenfunction
of A. (Withoutthis assumptionit followsonlythat the restriction
ofu to the
positiveimaginaryaxis is S-invariant.)
of
T-invariance. Now suppose that u is a T-invarianteven eigenfunction
A and is boundedin the upperhalf-planei.e., that u satisfiesall the properties
of an even Maass formexceptthe invarianceunder S. Then u has a Fourier
expansion (1.9) with An = O(n 1/2) by the usual Hecke argument,and by
we findthat the function1b' definedby (2.2) has the
term-by-term
integration
expansion
00

(2.11)

n()-

nS1/2AC
n=1

2rz
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where
(2.12)

C (Z)

:

Z ts+112

ax

(Z2 + t2)s+1 Ks-1/2(t)

dt

(X(Z)

>

0)

The functionCs(z) (a special case of the "Lommelfunction")has verynice

properties. The ones we will use are given in the followingproposition and
corollary.
PROPOSITION
(2.13)

C8(z)

1. Let s E C, R(s)

>

-s2s,

-ei7(s-1/2)+iz(

0, and R(z)

>

0. Then

iz) ? ei(-1/2)-izF(1

-

2s -iz)

whereF(a, x) = fAxe-t ta-1 dt is the incompletegammafunction. The function Cs(z) is also given, up to factors dependingonly on s, by each of the
followingformulas:

f

(2.14)

Ci(z)

(2.15)

JsoZ)(Z
C8(z) -

(2.16)

]

Cs(z)-

cos

dt,

? t)2s

+1 e wZdw,

sin(7rs + z)

?? (-l
cc
-

Anz2n+1-2s

l2
F()n2n
+
-2
Z(
+222)

Remark. The normalizationofCs(z) is not particularlyimportantforour
purposes,so we did not includeit in the statement.Occasionallywe willwant
to have fixeda choice. We then take the right-handside of equation (2.15)
as the definitionof Cs(z), whichdeterminesthe impliedconstantsof proportionalityin equations (2.12), (2.13), (2.14) and (2.16) as 7r-1/22s+1/2r(1+ s),

2F(2s), PF(2s), and 7r/sin 27rs,respectively.

Proof. The equality(up to constants)of the variousfunctionsin (2.12)(2.15) can be verifiedby standard manipulationsor by lookingthem up in
tables of integrals.A moreenlightening
proofis to observethat each of these
functionshas polynomialgrowthat infinity
and satisfiesthe differential
equation
Cs (Z) + Cs (z)

Z-

(wherethe impliedconstant,withthe normalizationjust given,is F(2s + 1)),
and that these propertiescharacterizeCs uniquely. (To get the differential
equation for (2.12) and (2.14), integrateby parts and use the second-order
differential
equations satisfiedby cost and Ks-1/2(t).) The powerseriesexpansion (2.16) of Cs (z) at 0 is obtained from (2.13) using ex (F(a) -17(a, x))

r(a) EZ

=O(-1)nxa+n/F(a + n + 1).

=

E
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to thecutplane
COROLLARY. The functionC8(z) extendsholomorphically
C' and has the asymptoticexpansion,uniformin any wedgeI argzJ< r -?,
(2.17)
as

-zJ

Cs(z)

?

E'

S

-

2+2n+

n=:O
oc. Moreover,it satisfies

(2.18)

ewis Cs(z) + ew iss(z)4

e?Z

(z E C, (?(z) Z 0).

Proof. The analytic continuation and the symmetryproperty(2.18) follow
easily fromeither (2.14) or (2.16). The asymptotic expansion can be obtained
from any of the formulas (2.12)-(2.15) if 3(z) > 0, and from formula (2.14)
C
for all z c C'.
PROPOSITION 2. Let u be a bounded,even,and T-invarianteigenfunction
of A in the upper half-plane, and defineQ1 and X02 by equations(2.2) and

(2.3). Then:

to C', and 'b2 is n-ini) Both X1(z) and +2(Z) extendholomorphically
variant.
for Wa(z)Z 0 is
(Z) + e-F2,isi(-z)
ii) The functionin CK2 IR definedbyWb/
periodic.
Proof. Each term of the series (2.11) extends holomorphically to C' by
the corollary,and the series converges absolutely and locally uniformlybecause
This gives the
of the estimates A, = O(^ri) and Cs(z) = O(z -2R(s)-l).
C'.
of
we
get
using
(2.14)
extension
Now
bl' to
i(Z ? 1)
~~bi
(z)-~~~b1

i(Z)

n(z sAn
dt
An f1 cos
( ?27rmt
t)2s8d

Sl/2-s

-

for z E C', the calculation being justified by the absolute convergence. Replacing z by 1/(z - 1) gives

(2.19)

02 (Z)

:

2AnP

(1-t +tz)2s

for z E C \ (-oc, 1]. The right-hand side obviously defines a holomorphic
function in C', and the symmetry under z v 1/z follows by substituting
t |-4 1 - t. This proves (i), and part (ii) is easily seen to be an equivalent
D
statement to part (i).
Equations (2.11) and (2.18) give the followingmore explicit version of part
(ii):

(2.20)

1L (z) +

e-27wisf/i(_z)

_ c*(s) f(z)

(9(Z)

. 0),
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where f(z) is the periodic function in C K IR defined by equation (1.11) and
and hence cannot be
c*(s) the factor (which depends on the sign of a(z)
in
absorbed by the-) defined (1.12).
The Maass case. Combining the results of the last two subsections immediately yields a proof of both the three-termfunctional equation of b1 and
the proportionalityof b1 and L when u is a Maass form. Indeed, b1 is then
Part (ii) of Proposi7-invariant by (2.10), so e:F2,iso(_
z) = z-2s,1(-1/z).
tion 2 then says that 01 (z) +- z2s 01(_1/z) is periodic, which is equivalent to
the three-termfunctional equation by Proposition 2 of Chapter I, Section 2.
The same argument applied to (2.20) implies the proportionalityof 01(z) and
the functionO(z) defined by (2.1). (Compare equations (0.6) and (0.5).)
The results of our analysis can be summarized in the followingproposition.
PROPOSITION

3. Let An (n > 1) be complexnumberssatifyingAn =

and s a complex number withER(s) > 0. Then thefollowing conditions
are equivalent:

Q(nl/2)

i) The numbers An are the Fourier coefficientsof an even Maass form
with eigenvalue s(1 -s);
ii) For z E C with a(z)
(2.21)

$

0,
00

00

S

n=1

An ns-l/2

Cs(2irnz)

5cs
c

n=1

An ns-1/2 (e?27inz

_ Z-2seF27rin/z)

with cs = 2 csc(wrs) and Cs(z) as in Proposition 1 and the following remark;
iii) The function on the left-handside of (2.21) is r-invariant.
The equivalence of condition (iii) with the apparently stronger condition
(ii) says that once we assume that O(z) has an expansion in terms of Lommel
functions,then merely requiring its 7-invariance implies the full period property. Thus the three-termfunctional equation in this situation contains a lot
of "overkill." We also remark that in the Maass case we have b1 = 2 (this is
just the three-termfunctional equation), so that (2.19) gives yet another representation, distinct from (2.1) and (2.11), of the period functionof an (even)
Maass wave formin terms of its Fourier coefficients.
Alternate approach: Ferrar summation. The relationship stated in Proposition 3 can be seen in another way by making use of the Ferrar summation
formula[7]. This summation formulacharacterizes sequences {An} whose associated Dirichlet series L(p) = E Ann-P satisfya functionalequation L(1-p) =
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D(p)L(p) by the propertythat
00

(2.22)

E

00

Ah(n)

AnhF (n)

=

n=1

(+ possible residue terms)

n=1

for arbitrary (nice) test functions h, where h -k hF is the integral transform
whose kernel function is the inverse Mellin transformof D(p). For example,
the integraltransformcorrespondingto the functionalequation satisfiedby the
Riemann zeta function is the Fourier cosine transform,and the Ferrar summation formula (2.22) forthe sequence An = 1 is just the Poisson summation
formula.
When (D(p) is the functioncorrespondingto the functional equation of an
even Maass formwith spectral parameter s, then we findfromstandard tables
of Mellin transformsthat the integral transformspecified by Ferrar's formula
is
j

hF(y)
with F,(() = Fps(()
Fs () =

Fs(yx) h(x) dx

given by

IFs (J2s-i
Cos
wTs

(47

a)J- J2s

(47

a))

+ 4 sin ws K2s-1 (47a)

(and no contribution fromthe residue terms in this case). Applying formula
(2.22) to the test functionh(x) = Ks-1/2(ax) gives the characteristicinversion
formula
00

00

S AnKs-1/2 (2wrny) = y 1 n=1
5 AnKs-1/2 (2wrn/y)

n=1

of an (even) Maass form,while applying it to h(x)
gives (after some manipulations)

xs-1/2Cs(ax)

-

xs-1/2eiax and to h(x) -

the identities (2.21) and

00

00

S Anns-l/2C

(2wrnz)

n=l

= z-2s

5 Anrs-1/2 Cs(2wrn/z))

n=l

respectively,which by Proposition 3 above also characterize the Fourier coefficientsof Maass wave forms.
The odd case. Finally, we should say brieflywhat happens in the case
of functions u which are anti-invariant under z |-4 -z-. In this case Vb1is
defined by the second term in (2.4). The analogue of (2.10) is again easy: if
and b1 is anti-invariantunder -r. If
u is S-invariant then ul(1/t) =-tui(t)
u is T-invariant, then computing ul(t) from the Fourier expansion of u and
integratingterm by term in (2.4) gives an expansion like (2.11), but with the
cosine-like functionCs(z) replaced by its "sine" analogue
00

ts++

1/2
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This function(suitablynormalized)is relatedto C8 by
Ss = Cs

Cs

s-112)

where SO (z) = S,(z)

-

-s-1/2'
S-1/2)

F(2s)z 2

S
Ss

-

C'
~~~~S
--So S~

-C5 S

The story now works much as

-

of
before,the T-invarianceof u being reflectedfinallyin the anti--r-invariance
2 or equivalentlyin the periodicityof <b1(z) - e+27iS4,i(_z). The only new
pointis that the seriesE ns-1/2An Ss(2wrnz)does not convergeabsolutelyand
must be replacedby EnZ1/2AnSs(2wrnz) + F(2s)LI(s + ')(2rz)>2, where
L1(p) is (the analyticcontinuationof) the L-seriesassociated to u. We omit
the details.

4. Other integral transforms and intermediate functions
We again consider a periodic, bounded, and even solution of Au =
s(1 - s)u, whereR(s) > 0. In the last sectionwe developedthe properties
of the associated holomorphicfunctions<1 and 02 definedby (2.2) and (2.3),
and in particularshowedthat 02 continuesto C' and is -invariant.The formerpropertyimpliesthat the powerseriesexpansionof 02(1 + z) has radius
of convergence1, so the functiong definedby
00

(2.23)

g(w)

Z
EW

00

C

=0F(m

? 2s)

'm=0

where

02(l + Z)

cm

)

is entireand ofexponentialtype (i.e. g(w) ? e(1+)lwl ), whilethe -invariance
of 02 is equivalentto the functionalequation
(2.24)

g(-w)

-

ew g(w)

by a calculationwhose proofwe leave to the reader as an exercise. (Hint:
Compute the function
PROPOSITION.

by
(2.25)

'2

corresponding via (2.23) to g(w)

=

w2ne-w/2.)

The Fourier coefficients
ofu are relatedto thefunctiong

g(?27rin)

n-s+1/2 A

(n = 1, 2, ...).

In other words, the entire functiong simultaneouslyinterpolatesthe
of u and is relatedvia its Taylor expansionto the funcFouriercoefficients
tion 0-2. Since '2 is proportionalto < in the case when u is a Maass wave
form,the propositiongives us an explicitway to recovera Maass formfrom
its associated period function.
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Proof. Using the integral formula(2.19) and expanding (1 +tz)-2' by the
binomial theorem, we findthat the coefficientsCm defined by (2.23) are given
by
Cm

1)

+12s

()(m

,

p1/2-s

j

A

tmcos 2wrnt
dt,

so

T

A(- n1/2-s

g~

(2.26)

e-Wt cos
23rntAdt

n=1 or

pe-w)
o o/2o-s fw

1

eit

=

2irnt
n=1

e-wm)

,

An

n /2-s A

n=1

cos

dt

w

2+4rn
FCH

The proposition follows immediately.

The identity(2.26) was proved in [10, Lemma 5.1] in a differentway, which
we sketch briefly. Let u be a periodic eigenfunction (not necessarily Maass)
with Fourier expansion (1.9), say with An = O(n1/2). Define a function X on
{w

(2.27)

I(w)I

< 2wr} as the Hankel transform

q(w)

-

/

w-S

wt J

'9
I-2

I (wt) u(it) dt .

Integrating term-by-term,using formula 8.13 (2), [6, Vol. II, p. 63] gives
00

(2.28)

q(w) = Zn2

An w2 ? (2wn)2

Hence q(w) continues meromorphically to an odd function in the whole
complex plane with simple poles of residue (2wrn)-s+l/2An/2at w = ?27rin
(n = 1, 2,... ) and no other poles, and is of polynomial growth away fromthe
imaginary axis. In other words, the translation invariance of u is reflectedin
q(w) in the properties of being odd and having (simple) poles only in 2wriZ.
Now definethe functiong(w) by
g(W) = (1- e-W) O(w);

(2.29)

then these propertiestranslate into the propertiesthat g is entireof exponential
type and satisfiesthe functionalequation (2.24) and the interpolation property
(2.25). On the other hand, b1 can be expressed in terms of q as a Laplace
transform
(2.30)

Ad(z)

j

e-W w2S1 qS(w) dw

(N(z) > 0) .
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(Proof. Substitute (2.27) into (2.30) and apply the integral 4.14(8) of [6, Vol. I]
to recover (2.2) up to a constant depending only on s.) This and (2.29) give
41(z)

-

j

01(z + 1)

e-zw w2s-1 g(w) dw

(ER(z) > 0),

or, replacing z by 1/z and then w by wz,

(2.31)

j

)
2(1 e+Ww25

> 0)

((z)

g(wz)dw

The integral on the right converges for R(z) > -1 because g is of exponential
type, giving the holomorphic continuation of 02 to the right half-plane, and
differentiating(2.31) n times and setting z = 0, we recover the relationship
(2.23) between the Taylor expansions of g at w = 0 and of 02 at z = 1.
The two approaches can be related by observing that substituting (2.28)
into (2.30) and using formula (2.15) for Cs(z) gives the Lommel function expansion (2.11).
Finally, we observe that applying r to equation (2.30) gives

j

<40(z)

e-w

O281

(wz) dw

(N(z)

> 0)

The same argument which was used to get from (2.31) to (2.23) now shows
that the function 0 (z) is C' at z = 0 (more precisely, its derivatives from
the rightto any order exist) and has an asymptotic expansion given by
(2.32)

<11(Z)

E3

zm

IF(m + 2s)

(Z

-O

0,

R(Z) > 0).

m>O
m odd

Note that the series has radius of convergence 0 because the radius of convergence of the power series of q(w) at w = 0 is finite. On the other hand,
expanding each term in (2.28) in a geometric series in w2 we find that
(

)=(2),,m+l

Lo(m

S

?

2

2)

(m

odd),

where Lo(p) - E Ann-P is the L-series of u. In particular, in the Maass case,
when O -= 1 = 02
, we obtain
Let u be an even Maass waveform with eigenvalue s(l-s),
and Ob(z) the associated period function. Then O(z) is infinitelyoften differentiable from the rightat z
0 with 4(m) (0) = 0 for m even and
PROPOSITION.

(2.33
(2.33)

=

M
<jm(o)
Fm)(?) - (2wi)

F(m + 2s) Lo(m + s + 2)

(m odd)

This result, which can also be proved by using the invariance property
<
)', the Lommel function expansion (2.11), and the asymptotic formula
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(2.17) for C8(z), will be discussed again (in both the even and odd cases)
in Chapter IV in connection with the holomorphic period theory. In fact,
(2.33) is the exact analogue of the fact that the period function associated
to a holomorphic modular formis a polynomial whose coefficientsare simple
multiples of special values of its L-series.

5. Boundary

values of Maass

wave forms

A combination of two ideas led to the equivalence between Maass forms
and their associated period functionsdeveloped in [10]: the Ferrar summation
formuladiscussed in Section 3 above and the (formally)automorphic boundary
formof the Maass form. This boundary formis a F-invariant distribution on
the boundary of the symmetricspace 7d whose existence follows fromgeneral
results on boundary formsof eigenfunctionsof invariant differentialoperators
on symmetricspaces. However, the general theory is set up in a way which
makes it hard to apply directlyto our situation and which obscures the action
of the translation and inversion generators T and S of F. We will therefore
present the ideas firstfrom a naive point of view by showing how to express
a Maass wave formu and its associated functions f, 4, g, q and L6 formally
as simple integral transformsof various types (Poisson, Stieltjes, Laplace and
Mellin) of a single "function"U(t). This makes transparentthe relationships of
these various functionsto one another and also lets one directlytranslate their
special properties in the Maass case into a certain formalautomorphy property
of U. The formal argument can then be made rigorous by interpretingU as a
F-invariant object in a suitable space of distributions.
Suppose that we have a functionor distribution U(t) on the real line and
associate to it three functionsu, f and 4 as follows:

ys

(2.34)

U(Z) =

(2.35)

f z) =

j(z-00

(2.36)

4'(z)

j

=

j

-zti-2s

dt

(z

E

H),

-

t<2s u (t) dt

(z e C -IR)

-

t-2sU(t)

(z E C')

00
(z

U(t)

-00

dt

Then (assuming that the integrals converge well enough) the functionu is an
eigenfunctionof the Laplace operator with eigenvalue s (1- s) and the functions
f and 4 are holomorphic in the domains given. If U is also automorphic in
the sense that
(2.37)

U(t) = Ict+ d2S2U(t

+

)

for all (c

) E

,
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then u is I-invariant,f is periodicand is relatedto L by (0.5) and (0.6), and
L satisfiesthe three-term
functionalequation (1.2) by virtueof Proposition2,
formalcalculation:
Section2, of ChapterI or alternatively
by the following
'(z) - 4(z

+ 1)

1

-

-

it
i

(z

( (

dt

()2

) )2

(by (2.37) with
t) dt

U(

(zzt-t)2s

(

j))

(by (2.37) with (a d) = (IO))
(

-

( a)

+ 1)

Now in fact therecannot be a reasonablefunctionsatisfying(2.37) (for
instance,the value of U(t) fort rational would have to be proportionalto
solutionin the usual
Idenom(t)2-2s), and the existenceofevena distributional
sense is not at all clear. We will come back to this issue a littlelater. First,
we look at the propertiesofthe integraltransforms
(2.34)-(2.36) forfunctions
U(t) forwhichthe integralsdo make sense and see how theyare related;this
will give new insightinto the u + L relationshipwhichis the fundamental
subject of this paper and will at the same time tell us what the object U(t)
shouldbe whenu is a Maass wave form.
For convenience,we considerthe even case when U(t) = U(-t) and
u(-z-)

=

u(z) (the odd case would be similar), but make no furtherauto-

morphyassumptionson U. We also changethe name of the functiondefined
by (2.36) to 41, since it is related to the function(2.34) by equation (2.2).
This can be seen by the calculation
2-38 2
(2.38)
2

00

]t

z 72s dr

(Z2 + 72)s+lIt

-

i2s

f

Jo

(z + t) (T2 +
(72 + Z2)s+l(7T2

(z +t)-2s

zt)

T2s

dr

+ t2)s+l

(t E R+, J(z) > 0),

wherethe firstequality is obtained (initiallyforz E Et+) by symmetrizing
with respect to r ~-4 zt/r, the second by substituting v = r-zt/r,

and the

thirdby the homogeneity
propertyof the integral. (This also workswithout
the assumptionofevennessifwe replace (2.2) by (2.4).) A considerablyeasier
calculationshowsthat the functions(2.35) and (2.36) are relatedby (2.20).
Now considerthe case when U is periodic. (As in Chapter I, we always
mean by this "1-periodic,"i.e. U(t + 1) = U(t).) Then u and f are also
clearlyperiodic,whilethe T-invarianceof U is reflectedin 1 by the property
0I2 = 092 with 02 definedby (2.3). (This is the equivalenceof parts (i) and
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(ii) of Proposition 2, Section 3, which was noted at the time.) But we can be
much more explicit, and tie the new approach in with the results of Section 3,
by using the Fourier expansion of U. If we write this expansion (still in the
even case) as

S n2

U(t)

(2.39)

S An

cos(2wnt) ,

n=1

then standard integralsshow that the periodic functions(2.34) and (2.35) have
the Fourier expansions (1.9) and (1.11), respectively,while the representation
(2.14) of the Lommel function shows that the function (2.36) is given by the
expansion (2.11). We can also connect with the results of Section 4 by defining
(2.40)

g(w)

j

X

1

U(t) dt

e

(w E C),

00

(w) =

(2.41)

e-

tU(t) dt

N(sW) > 0)

and observing that these functions are related to u and Ahiand each other by
equations (2.23), (2.27) and (2.29) and have the expansions given in (2.26) and
(2.28), respectively. Finally, the L-series defined by (1.10) is expressed by
(2.42)

1
2 (27)-P F(p) cos(72P) Lo(p + s - 2) =
__

[~~~~~~~~~~~00

X

U(t) t'

dt,

and again the relationship of this function to the others (namely, that it is
proportional to the Mellin transformsof u(iy), f(iy), ~b(x), or q(w)) follows
easily by comparing the various integral representationsin terms of U.
If the functionU is smooth as well as periodic, then the coefficientsAn in
(2.39) are of rapid decay and all the expansions just given converge nicely. If
instead we start with a sequence of coefficientsAn of polynomial growth,then
the series (2.39) no longer converges,but still definesa T-invariant distribution
on the real line. In particular, this is true when the An are taken to be the
Fourier coefficientsof a Maass wave form,and in that case the estimate An =
O(v i) is sufficientto make the various expansions converge,as discussed in the
previous sections of this chapter. However, it is not immediately clear why the
distributionU(t) definedby (2.39) should have the automorphyproperty(2.37)
in the Maass case, or, for that matter, even what this automorphy property
means. We now describe several differentways, both formal and rigorous, to
see in what sense the series (2.39) can be considered to be an automorphic
object when the An are the Fourier coefficientsof a Maass form.
1. The firstapproach is based on the asymptotic expansion near 0 of the
K-Bessel functionsoccurring in the Fourier development of u; namely:
K -1/2(27rt)

= a{stl/2-s

?
+

_1- ts-1?2 + 0(t2)

as t -> 0.
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(Here we are using R(s) = 2; if R(s) had a differentvalue the analysis would
actually be easier because Ks-l/2(t) would behave asymptotically like a single
power of t.) Substituting this into (1.9) gives the formal asymptotic formula
(2.43)

zt(z)

a, U(x) y ls

+

lis U(x) ys

(z = X+ iy,

y -* 0),

where
(2.44)

U(t)

En ri 2jA2

27rint

Ad rnjSn740

U(t)

n740

A

e2-7rint

(The firstof these expansions coincides with (2.39) in the even case.) Combining (2.43) with the F-invariance of u we obtain formallyequation (2.37)
and also the corresponding automorphy property of U with 2 - 2S replaced
by 2s. The rigorous version of this approach is the theory of boundary forms,
discussed below.
2. A second way to see formallywhy the Fourier series (2.39) should be
automorphic when {An} are the coefficientsof a Maass form is based on the
properties of the associated period function. We know that the function 'b
defined on C x ERby (2.1) extends analytically to the positive real axis, so
computing 'b(x) for x > 0 formallyas the limit of Ad(z) fromabove and below
we have the "equality"

E ns-1/2 An

(e27rin72x X-2se

-27rin/x)

n>0
=-E
n<O

Ins-1/2

An (e-27inx

-_

x2se27rin/x)

where of course none of the four series (taken individually) are convergent,
though both sides of the equation are supposed to representthe same perfectly
good function EAjR+. Now moving two of the four terms to the other side of
the equation gives exactly the automorphy of U(x) under S, and since the
invariance under T is obvious this "proves" the automorphy in general. Note
the formal similarity between this argument and the "crisscross" argument
used in Chapter I (equation (1.20) and the followingcalculations) to prove the
extendability to C' of the function (2.1).
This approach, too, can be made rigorous,this time by using the theoryof
hyperfunctions,which is a alternative way to define functionals on a space of
test functionson ERas the differencesof integrals against holomorphic functions
(here f (z)) in the lower and upper half-planes. The theoryin the Maass context
is developed in [1], where the goal is to give a cohomological interpretationof
theoryof period functions. We referthe interestedreader to [1] and also to Part
II of the present paper, where various related approaches will be discussed.
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3. A third approach is based on the L-series of u. The functionalequation
(1.1) of the L-series says that (the analytic continuation of) the left-handside
of (2.42) is invariant under p -- 2s - p, while the corresponding invariance of
the right-handside of (2.42) is formallyequivalent to the automorphy under r
(and hence, since we are in the even case, under S) of U.
4. The automorphy of U under S can also be obtained as a formal consequence of the Ferrar summation formuladiscussed at the end of ?3. The kernel
functionF, (() forthe Ferrar transform,which was given there as a complicated
explicit linear combination of Bessel functions,has the simple integral representation
(2.45)

Fs(()

4

-s+1/2

j

x2,-2

cos(2wFx) cos(2wF/x) dx.

Therefore Fourier inversion implies that the Ferrar transformof the function
yS+l/2 t2-2cos(2wy/t) for any t > 0,
cos(2wFxt)is h' (y)
ht(x) =x-sl/2
and the Ferrar summation formula (2.22) applied to ht reduces formallyto the
desired automorphypropertyU(t) = JtJ2s-2U(1/t). To make sense of this latter
identitywe simply dualize by integratingagainst an arbitrary(sufficiently
nice)
test function p. The formulasjust given for ht and h' show that the Ferrar
transformof f (the Fourier cosine transformof p) is pT (the Fourier cosine
transformof IT), so the Ferrar summation formula becomes
(2.46)

n 2 -Z
n=1

An'

s n2

An()

n=1

and this is preciselythe desired automorphypropertyof U, if U given by (2.39)
is now thought of as a distribution.
5. We now make this distributional point of view rigorous by defining
a precise space of test functions on which r acts and a corresponding space
of distributions to which U belongs. Let V, be the space of Co functions p
on Et such that 7T is also Ca; i.e. p(t) has an asymptotic expansion p(t)
t1-2s In>o Cnt-n as Itl -* oc. This space has an action of the group G
PSL(2,R) given by (olg)(x) := |cx + dl 2s,( a+b ) for g = (a b) E G. This
can be checked either directly or, more naturally, by noting that V, can be
identified via p
(D(x, y) = y-2sp(x/y) with the space of Co functions
_
C with the homogeneityproperty4D(tx,
ID: R2 {(0, 0)}
ty) = ItI-2s(x, Y),
with the action of G given simply by d) | - d og. (A third model consists of Co
functionsf on the circle, with (D(re 0) = r-2sf (0) or f(20) = cos 0 -2s(tan 0)
and the corresponding G-action.) If X(s) =
then V, is nothing other than
the space of smooth vectors in the standard Kunze-Stein model forthe unitary
-*

principal

series.
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We can now thinkof the "function"U definedby (2.39) as a linearmap
fromVs to C, givenby

>3
00

(2.47)

| --

U
:
1/2U-sAn

(m) .

n=1

The seriesconvergesrapidlybecause i(n) decays as n -* oc fasterthan any
of the formalintegralU[p1
powerof n, and hence gives an interpretation
dt.
The
of
the
cU(t)
p(t)
meaning
automorphy
equation (2.37) is now
f0i
simplythe following:
PROPOSITION.
Let s EEC withR(s) > 0, and {An}nal a sequenceof complex numbersofpolynomialgrowth.Then theAn are the Fourier coefficients
of an evenMaass waveformu witheigenvalues(1 - s) if and onlyif thelinear
map V, -* C definedby(2.47) is invariantunderthe action ofr on V,.

Proof. The "if' directionis obtainedby applyingthe linearfunctionalU
to the test functionp ECV, definedby
fz~t):=

yS
Y2s

(zEX)

sincefp transforms
underSL(2, ER)by fp g = pg(z) and U[p] = u(z) by (2.34).
For the otherdirection,it sufficesto checkthe invarianceof U[p] underthe
generatorsT and S. The formeris obvious since replacing p by fpT does
not change p(n), n EC 2, and the statementforS is simply(2.46). One must
also verifythat the conditionsof Ferrar'stheoremare satisfiedforthe pair of
D
functionsh = A h = p for any p E VS. We omit this.
We choseto provethisproposition"byhand" by usingintegraltransforms
and the explicitgeneratorsS and T of r = PSL(2, 2), in accordancewiththe
themesof this chapter. Actually,however,the propositionhas nothingto do
withthis particularsubgroup,but is trueforany subgroupof G. This follows
fromthe fact ([9]and [8], Theorem4.29) that the "Poisson map" U -*> u(z)
U[zp] gives a G-equivariantbijectionbetweenthe continuousdual of V,
of A
(= the space of distributionson S1(IR)) and the space of eigenfunctions
on X witheigenvalues(1 - s) whichhave at most polynomialgrowthat the
boundary.
Chapter III. Periodlike functions
In the previoustwo chapterswe showedhow to associate to any Maass
functionalequation (1.2)
wave forma holomorphicsolutionof the three-term
in the cut plane C', and converselyshowedthat any such holomorphicsolution satisfying
suitablegrowthconditionsis the period functionassociated to
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a M/laassform. In this chapter we investigate more fullythe properties of general solutions of the three-termfunctional equation, which we call periodlike
functions. We will be interested both in describing the totality of periodlike
functionsand in determiningsufficientconditions forsuch a functionto be the
period functionof a Maass form.
As in Section 3, Chapter I, we denote the space of all (resp. all even or odd)
periodlike functions by FE, (resp. FE+ or FE-). We write FES(X) or FEs(X)
for the corresponding spaces of solutions in one of the domains X = H, W(lower half-plane), C--I, C' or Et+, and add the subscript "w" to denote the
subspace of analytic solutions. We have
Es (H)

FEs(')
(CFEs(1R)

FES (Rk)w

F Es (W)w

FEs(7-)

FEs (Q-7)W

F Es (C/) w

where the direct sum decomposition in the firstline comes fromthe fact that
if one of the arguments x, x + 1 or x/(x + 1) of the three-termfunctional
equation belongs to one of the three sets R, X1 or X- then all three do, the
vertical arrows are inclusions, and the remainingmaps are infectivebecause an
analytic functionin a connected domain is determined by its Taylor expansion
at a single point.
In Section 1 we construct explicit familiesof periodlike functions,the constructionsbeing general enough to show that even the smallest space FE, (C ')W
in the above diagram is infinite-dimensionalfor every complex number s. In
Section 2 we give a complete description of all (resp. all continuous or all
smooth) periodlike functionson IR+ by a method analogous to that of fundamental domains in the theoryof automorphic functions,i.e. we describe various
subsets D c R+ with the propertythat every functionon D is the restriction
of a unique functionin FE,(IR+).
The other two sections describe the analytic properties of periodlike functions. In Section 3 we show that every smooth periodlike functionson R+ has
an asymptotic expansion of a very precise kind at both 0 and co. From this
description it follows in particular that every such function 'b(x) is bounded
by a specific power of x (depending on s) in both directions; for instance, if
2, the case of most interestto us, then ~9(x) satisfiesthe estimate (0.4).
OHs)
In Section 4 we performthe "bootstrapping" described in the introduction to
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the paper and show that an element of FE,(R+), satisfying an apparently
only slightlystrongergrowth condition (e.g. (0.3) in the case X(s) =)
is the
restriction to IR+ of an element of FE,(C'), and comes from a Maass wave
form.
1. Examples
In this section we construct a variety of functionsin C' or R+ satisfying
the three-termfunctional equation.
Example 1. The firstexample is extremelysimple: For any complex number s the function
(3.1)

I _z2s
Z-

-(z)

(Z E C,)

is holomorphic for z E C' and satisfies equation (1.13) with the minus sign, so
'b/

C

(Vs C C).

FE- (C')w

The periodic function f associated via the correspondences (0.5) and (0.6)
to '4! (for s , 2) is constant. The function Us (z) vanishes identically for
s = 0 but its derivative with respect to s is the function 2 log z, which is
a nonzero element of FE-, so we get a holomorphic and nowhere vanishing
section s l- s-1'4L(z) of the vector bundle Use: FE-.
Example 2. The previous example gave an odd solution of the three-term
functional equation for all s E C. Our second example, which is more complicated, will give an even solution for all s. Suppose firstthat X(s) > 1 and
define

~

(3.2)

(z E C',

>*

+(m)

RJ(s) > 1),

where the asterisk on the summation sign means that the "corner" term (the
one with

m

= n = 0) is to be omitted and the "edge" terms (those with either

mr or n equal to 0) are to be counted with multiplicity1/2. The sum is (locally
uniformly)absolutely convergentand hence defines a holomorphic functionof
z. Moreover,
'4/4(Z +1)

=~
Ml n>O

( s)
0n(mz
+m +

n)2s

S

n>m>O

thus
/)s (Z + 1) + Z-2s

~b+m(m

)

()O

n>m>O

m>n>O

(mz +

n)2s'
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'4+ E FE+. We can analytically continue gb+(z) in a standard way: write
A

r (2) f+(Z)=

O

t2s-1

a

m,n>O

-(mz+n)tdt

(1 l+e

/jt2s-1

1+et

1

and split up the integral into fA+fH , where 0 < A < 2ir rnin(l, |Z -1).
The second integral converges rapidly for all s EE C, since the integrand is
exponentially small at infinity,and hence defines a holomorphic functionof s,
while the firstintegral can be expanded as
Bm Bn ( t)m-1
tn______

A2s-1

t

m+n even

m!

m, n>O
EBm

m,n>O

m

n!

1
m
2sAm+n+2s-2

.

m+n+2

Bn 'm-l

m+n even

where Bn is the nth Bernoulli number. This expression is meromorphic in
All of these poles diss with at most simple poles at s = 1, 0, -1, ....
appear if we divide by r(s - 1), and the three-termfunctional equation is
preserved by the analytic continuation, so we get a holomorphic section s |-bundle Usin FE+. Moreover, the special
<
1 can be evaluated by comparing the
values of this section for integers s
residues of r(2s)>/+(z) and r(s -1) and are elementaryfunctionsof z, the values fors
1,0 and-I being (up to constants) the functionsz-, z1-_3+z,
and z-1
5z + z3, whose periodlike property one can verifyby hand. The
function5+(z) for s , Z is the period functionof the nonholomorphic Eisenstein series Es(z), while forintegervalues s = k or s = - k (k = 1, 2, ... ) it
is related to the holomorphic Eisenstein series G2k(z). These connections will
be discussed in Sections 1 and 2 of Chapter IV, respectively.
(r(2s)/r(s

-

1)) '/+(z)

of the vector

Example 3. Generalizing Example 1, we take any periodic function Q(z)
and set
(3.3)

(z) = Q(z) -

Z2s

Q(-1/z).

This is forThen '4 belongs to FE, (and in fact to FET if Q(-z) = +Q(z)).
mally the same construction as in (0.5), with Q instead of f, but there we
required f to be defined and holomorphic on C-xlR, whereas now the interesting examples are obtained when the function Q(z) is defined on IR or on
some neighborhood of Et in C. For instance, taking Q(z) to be cot wF(z- a)
with a C C(\ IR gives examples of periodlike functions on E+ which extend
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meromorphicallyto C' but which can have poles arbitrarilyclose to the real
axis, while taking Q to be entire but of large growth gives solutions of (0.2)
which extend analytically to all of C' but have arbitrarilybad growthas x -* 0
or x -* co. These examples show that the conclusions of the theorem in the
introduction to this paper fail radically if no growth condition is imposed on
the periodlike function OLJR+.The fact that FE,(C'), is infinite-dimensional
(in fact, uncountable-dimensional) for all s also follows from this construction, for example by considering the linearly independent periodic functions
Q(z) = exp(ave27iZ), o EC.
Example 4. We can similarlytryto generalize Example 2 by replacing the
constant function 1 with an arbitraryperiodic functionQ(z). Define
2s

1
(

(3.4)

2

Z)+Q2
Q(

a

1
c,d>O c(cz+d)
(cd)=1

zQ(-)+

Q(z+db

where a and b are integers chosen so that ad - be = 1. This converges if
R(s) > 1 (assuming that Q is continuous) because the arguments of all but
finitelymany terms lie in a thin strip around the real axis and Q is bounded in
such a strip by virtue of its periodicity. For Q_ 1 the functionfLis just ((2s)-1
times the function A4+of Example 2, and essentially the same calculation as
given there shows that also in the general case it belongs to FE, (and in fact
to FEE if Q(-z) = +Q(z)), the domain of definitionand analyticityproperties
being determinedby those of Q. Unfortunately,however,the constructiononly
works in the domain X(s) > 1, since we do not know how to give the analytic
continuation of the series forgeneral Q.
Example 5. If s is an integer, then the theory of periodlike functions is
somewhat differentsince even in the domain C--,IR the correspondence with
periodic functions described in Proposition 2, Section 2, of Chapter I is no
longer bijective. If s is a negative integerthen there are sometimes polynomial
solutions of (1.2) other than If-, the firstexamples being the functions
Z(z2 _ 1)2(z2

-

4)(4Z2

_ 1)

and

E FE+5,

Z2(z2

_ 1)3

E FE5

for s = -5. Such solutions correspond to cusp forms of weight 2 - 2s on
SL(2, 2), as will be discussed in detail in Section 2 of Chapter IV. For positive
integral values of s one also has examples of rational periodlike functions,
discovered by M. Knopp and studied by several subsequent authors (see [4]
and the referencesthere), e.g.,
(Z2 + 1)(2z4
Z(z2

for s = 2.

-

Z

-

_ Z2 + 2)

1)2(Z2

+ Z

-

1)2
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domains for periodlike functions

If a group r acts on a set X, then the functions on X with a specified
transformationbehavior with respect to r are completely determined by their
values in a fundamental domain, and these values can be chosen arbitrarily.
The fundamental domain is not unique, but must merely contain one point
from each orbit of r on X. Similarly, for the three-termfunctional equation
there are "fundamental domains" such that the solutions of the equation are
completely determinedby their values in that domain, which can be prescribed
arbitrarily.The next proposition describes two such fundamental domains for
the even three-termfunctional equation on the positive reals.
PROPOSITION.
a) Any function on the half-open interval [1, 2) is the restriction of a unique element of FE+(R+) for every s E C.

b) Any function on the half-open interval (0, 2] is the restriction of a
unique element of FE+(R+) for every s E C such that (3?2)8

+

1.

Proof. a) Let ~b0be the given functionon [1,2) and fbany extension of it to
Et+ satisfying(0.1). It sufficesto consider fLon [1,oc) since ~(1/x) = x2SQL,(x).
We decompose [1, oc) as Un>0 In with In = [n + 1, n + 2). For x E In with

n > 1 we have x

-

1 E In,

C
E1

o (unless n = 1, x = 2). The three-

term equation then shows that the restriction 4an := flIn satisfies fLn(x) =
n- (X _-1) - (X -1)-2So(
, and hence by induction on n that b[1, oc)
is given by 'b(2) = 2/(1)

and
[x]-

(3.5)

>

0?(x) = X/0(x - [x] + 1) -

(x _j)<2sL

1
(I +

j=1

j

.)

(x : 2).

This proves the uniqueness of Ab,but at the same time its existence, since the
functiondefined by this formula has the desired properties.
b) The proof is similar in principle, but somewhat more complicated.
Instead of [1, oc) = Un>0[n + 1, n + 2) we use the decomposition (0, 1]
( 5-1)
is the reciprocal
of the golden ra{C>: 1} U IJ>0 Jn, where a =
tio and Jn is the half-open interval with endpoints Fn/Fn+l (excluded) and
Fn+2/Fn+3 (included), Fn being the nth Fibonacci number. Note that the orientation of these intervals depends on the parity of n, the even indices giving
intervals Jo = (0,

J2 =

(I, 1 3,

intervals J1 = [2, 1), J3 = [52 3)

now takes the form 'bn(x) =

to the left of a and the odd indices giving

...
.

.

.

to the right of a. The inductive procedure

X?2'bn1(
2S)

- 'o(1

- x) for the function
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An,:= bjJn, leading to the closed formula
(3.6)
f

(X) =

-2s

IFnxF_
-

F

-

F

if

+

(Fn+I

Fn)

(

forx E J, n > 0.

This defines'b(x) forall x E (0,1] except a and 1. At those two pointsthe
values mustbe givenby L(a) = (a-2s - 1)-1 o(a2) and ~(1) = 21L-2sL(
as one sees by takingz = a and z = 1 in (0.1) and usingthe relation'b(1/x)
x2s ,(x). (This is wherewe use the conditionac2s + 1.) One again checksthat
formula(3.6), completedin this way at the two missingpoints 1 and a, does
E
indeed give a periodlikeextensionof '/o.
-

Remarks. 1. In a) and b) we could have chosen the intervals (2, 1] and
in a knownway
[2,oc) instead,sincethe functionwe are lookingfortransforms
under x -> 1/x. The propositionalso holds forthe odd functionalequation,
exceptthat the fundamentaldomain in (a) mustbe takento be (1, 2] instead
of [1,2) because ~(1) is now automatically0 and does not determine~9(2).
fundamental
For the uniformcase (i.e., solutionsof (0.2)) the corresponding
domainsare (2,2] and (0, 2] U [2,oo).

domains." Two simple
2. There are manyotherchoicesof "fundamental
ones, again forthe even functionalequation,are [1 + a, 2 + a) and [1,1 + a] U
(2, 2 + a), wherea = ( 5 - 1) as before.The proofsare similar.
amus3. Related to the proofofpart (b) ofthe propositionis the following
functionalequationwhenR(s) > 0
ing alternativeformofthe even three-term
and 0 is continuous:
(3.7)

b(z)

I

(Ffl +Ffll2sif(F_2z

+Frol1)

(and similarlyforthe odd case, but withthe nth termmultipliedby (-l)n).
4. Anothernatural questionis whetherthereare also fundamentaldomains D in the sense of this sectionforthe three-term
functionalequation in
the cut plane C'. We could showusingthe axiom ofchoicethat such domains
exist, but did not have any explicitexamples. However,Roelof Bruggeman
pointedout a verysimpleone, generalizing(a) of the proposition,namelythe
strip D = {z C C I 1 < R(z) < 2}. (This is for the even case; otherwise take
the union of D and its image under T.) A sketchof the argumentshowing
relathat this domain worksis as follows:forR(z) > 2 use the three-term
tion to express 0 (z) in termsof the values of 0 at z/(z - 1), whichis in D,
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and z - 1, where 0 is known by induction; then use the evenness to define
,0 in the reflecteddomain R(1/z) > 1; and finally,in the remaining domain
max{f(z), R(1/z)} < 1 use the three-termrelation to express the value of 0 at
z inductivelyin terms of its values at 1 + z and 1 + 1/z, which are both nearer
to D than z is. One checks fairly easily that this uniquely and consistently
defines a periodlike functionon all of C'.
5. In the proposition we considered simply functions b
+ -> C defined
pointwise, with no requirementsof continuityor other analytic properties. In
case (a) a necessary condition for continuityis that the given function '09 on
[1,2) extends continuously to [1,23 and satisfies 0o (2) = 2 bo(1), and one can
check easily fromformula(3.5) that this condition in fact ensures the continuity
of i everywhere. (Of course it sufficesto check the match-up at the endpoints
x
n of the intervals In.) The situation for smoothness is similar: if 409
extends to a C' function on [1,23 and the derivatives of both sides of (0.1)
agree to all orders at z = 1, then the extension b defined in the proof of part
(a) is C' everywhere. In a sense, this holds for (real-) analytic also: if b0
is analytic on [1,2) and extends analytically to (a neighborhood of) [1,23 with
the same matching conditions on its derivatives, then 0 is automatically also
analytic. But this is no longer useful as a constructionbecause we have no way
of ensuringthat the functiondefinedby analytic continuation starting fromits
Taylor expansion at one endpoint of the fundamental domain will satisfy the
required matching conditions at the other endpoint.
For case (b) the story is more complicated, even forcontinuity.The single
condition
O

o(X)_

k+X)-2JO,(X

21-2s{

(1)

on the function 4o : (0, C3 C is enough to ensure the matching of the functions 'On and 1/n+2 at the common endpoint of their intervals of definition,but
the resulting functionon (0, a) U (a, 1] will in general be highly discontinuous
at the limit point a of these intervals. Requiring continuityat a imposes far
severer restrictionson 0$, namely, that the identity (3.7) should hold (with i
replaced by 0b) for all z E (0, 23. This has the remarkable consequence that a
"fundamental domain" for continuous functions is smaller than for arbitrary
functions. For instance, if 0 is assumed to be continuous then its values on
(0, 2-1] already determine it, since for 2-1 < z < -21 all the arguments on
the right-handside of (3.7) are less than 2 - 1; and similarly 0 is completely
determined by its values on [a2, 2] because if 0< x <a2
then the n = 1
term in (3.7) for z = x(1 - x) has argument x and all the other terms have
1
arguments strictlybetween x and 2'
-
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3. Asymptotic behavior of smooth periodlike functions
In this sectionwill study smoothsolutionsof the three-term
functional
equation (0.2) on Ed+. (By "smooth"we will always mean C0?.) We denote
the space of such functionsby FE,(R?+)X,.As usual, we use a to denoteR(s).
E C
Let s G

PROPOSITION.
FE,(R+)I)

{2,

0, -2,

...

Then any function0

}.

has asymptotic expansions of the form

(3.8a)

&x) x

(3.8b)

0

2s

+ E c*

Q0(I)

E

xm

m=-1

00

Q00(x) +

(x)

E

m=-1

(_ )m+lc*

X-m-2s

oc,

as x

where Qo, QOO Ed -?> C are smooth periodic functions. The coefficientsCm
are given in terms of the Taylor coefficientsCn = 0(')(1)/n! of Ob(x) at x = I
by

1 m+1
+2 Z(_)kBkm

(3.9)

m+2

1)

(m >

)Cm+lk

where Bk is the kth Bernoulli number.
COROLLARY.

(3.10)

Let s and , be as above. Then:

v)(x) is O(x

as x

max(2ajl))

->

0,

as x

O(Xmax(0Ol-2T))

-- 00.

Proof. We startwiththe expansionnear 0. Suppose firstthat a > 1, and
defineQo(x) forx > 0 by
(3.11)

1

1

Q()

Qo(0) = x2s

Z

00

-

1I
()

(i +

Clearlythis convergesto a smoothfunctionon E+. Moreover,
Qo(X) - Qo(X + 1)

12s (-)1

1

Z

( c + I-

l2

(1 + -

0,

so Qo(x) is periodic.In the generalcase we replace (3.11) by
(3.12)

Qo(X) = xc2

I

0

PI

(x) - E Cm((m + 2s,x)
m=O

-

(n+cc)2s8

n=O

\

(4 (+21)-s(n
+cc)m)
~~~~m=O
Cm

00
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where M is any integer with M + 2c > 0 and ((a, x) is the Hurwitz zeta
00
I1
( + )a and forother values of a + 1 by
function,defined forR(a) > 1 as
analytic continuation. The infinitesum in (3.12) converges absolutely and one
checks easily that the definitionis independent of M, agrees with the previous
definitionif a > I, and is again periodic. From the estimate ((a, x) = O(xl-a)
we obtain that
M

j2s 0()

=Qo(x) + E

m=O

(X

Cm((2s + m, x)

00)

for any integer M with M + 2c > 0, and if we now use the full asymptotic
expansion of the Hurwitz zeta function
I

k+
k>o

((_ 1) (k

a
?-2

a-k+(

which is an easy consequence of the Euler-Maclaurin summation formula,we
obtain the asymptotic expansion (3.8a) with coefficientsCm defined by (3.9).
The analysis at infinityis similar. If a > I, then we define
00

Qoo(x) = O(x) -(

(3.13)

+~

-2s

(1-

n=1

and find from (0.2) as before that Q00(x + 1)
before permits us to define QOO also when a <
M

x

=Q00(x)+

1~~~~~~~~~~

Z (-1)m Cm ((m

m=O

2,

Q00(x). The same trick as
obtaining the formulas

+ 2s, x + 1) + O(x

2sM)

(X -_ 00)

for M sufficientlylarge. Now using the asymptotic expansion of ((a, x + 1),
which is identical with that of ((a, x) but without the factor (- 1)k, we get
(3.8b). The corollary follows because any smooth periodic function on IR is
3
bounded.
Remarks. 1. In principle it would have sufficedto treat just one of the expansions at 0 and oc, since if O(x) satisfies the three-termfunctionalequation,
then so does 0T(x) = x-2s
(1/x), and replacing o by ,7 simply interchanges
the two asymptotic formulasin (3.8), with the roles of Q0 and QOOexchanged
and Cm multiplied by (-1)m+1.
However, it is not obvious (though it will
become so in the next remark) that replacing 0 by !7 changes the Taylor
coefficientsCn in such a way as to multiply the right-hand side of (3.9) by
(-l)m+', so it seemed easiest to do the expansions at 0 and oc separately.
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2. There is a moredirectway to relatethe coefficients
of the asymptotic
series in (3.8) to the Taylorcoefficients
C,. For convenienceof notationwe
writethe expansions(3.8) as
O(x)

Qo1/)+

Q00(x) +

(x)

Po(x),

x28

wherePo(t) and P00(t) are Laurentseriesin one variable. Similarly,we write
(x)

A

00

PI(x

1),

-

where Pi(t) =

Cth

C[[tjj,

n=O

fortheasymptoticexpansionofO around1. (Noticethatsayingthata function
is C00 at a pointis equivalentto sayingthat it has an asymptoticpowerseries
expansionat that point.) Now, settingx = t or x =-1 - /t in the functional
equation (0.2) and lettingt tend to 0 fromthe rightor left,respectively,
we
findthat the threeformalLaurentseriesPo, P00 and P1 are relatedby
Po~t)-(~t)-2

= (I +t)-2sPoot

) =P(t) ,

0(1

_PO

(t

ofPo by Cm and expandingby the binomialtheorem,
Denotingthe coefficients
we findthatthe firstoftheseequationsis equivalentto the systemofequations
(3.14)

Cn

3 (-l)

n-i/m1-9

-

(

(n > 0),

Cm

-

-niKm-n

n=~-1

whilethe secondequationis the identicalsystembut withCm replacedby the
coefficient
oftmin -P00(-t). But the system(3.14) is clearlyinvertible,
since
theleadingcoefficients
n -1+ 2s are nonzeroforall n. It followsthatthe Cn*are
uniquelydeterminedin termsofthe Cn and hencealso that P,0(t) =-Po -t);
ofP00 is (-l)m+iCm as assertedin (3.8b). Finally,
i.e., thatthemthcoefficient
to see that the inversionof the system(3.14) is givenexplicitlyby (3.9) we
rewritetheseequationsin termsof generatingfunctionsas

(3.15)

00

ZF

n>O FI7

n

2)

n

W

s)M-

00
-

(I

-

/

*n

r

(m + 2s)

whichcan be invertedimmediatelyby multiplying
both sides by (1- e-w)
BkWk-1/k!. The reader may recognizeformula(3.15) as being identical
(in the case of the expansionsassociated to an even Maass formu) withthe
relationbetweenthefunctions
g(w) and q(w) discussedin ChapterII, Section4
(compare equations (2.29), (2.23) and (2.32)), while equation (2.33) of that
sectionidentifies
the coefficients
Cm in the Maass case as special values ofthe
L-seriesassociatedto u.
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3. Finally, we say a few words about the case excluded so far when
2s = 1 - h forsome integerh > 0. Equation (3.12) definingQ0 (the case
of QOOis similar and will not be mentionedagain) no longermakes sense
since the termCh((1, x) occurringin it is meaningless.However,the function
lima'i (((a, x)

-

((a))

exists and equals -F'(x)/F(x)

-yfor some constant -y

-

(3.12) by replacingthe undefined
(namely,Euler's). Ifwe modifythe definition
termCh((1, x) by -ChF'(x)/F(x), thenwe findthat Q0 is again smoothand
periodicbut that the expansion(3.8b) mustbe changedby replacingthe term
C* xh-1 by (Ch logx + C*-,) xh-1 . The value ofC*
since
hereis arbitrary,
we can change it simplyby adding a constantto the periodicfunctionQ0.
(This correspondsto the arbitrarychoice of additive constantin our renormalizationof ((1,x).) Everythingelse goes throughas before,and (3.10) is
also unaffected
except in the case s = 2, when the logarithmictermbecomes
dominant.We can summarizethe growthestimatesof 0 forarbitrarys E C
table:
by the following
(J

+2

-< X0

2

2,S

-f

O(X-1)

O (X-2a)

x-O
X

>2 X5

0 (1)

2

O0(x-1logx1)

0 (logx)
O

W-2a)

We illustratethe propositionby describingthe expansions(3.8) foreach
of the special periodlikefunctionsgivenin Section 1.
Example 1. Here QO(x) -1, Qo(x) =- -1, C = m,o, and
forn = 0 and -(-n2s) forn > 1, in agreementwith (3.14).
Example 2. Here b
(-1)m+1C*,

=
Qo(z)
QO W

=

i.e. C;

Cn

equals 0

!, so we must have Qo = QOO and C;
0 for m even. A simple calculation shows that
-

(constantfunction)and Cm
j4(2s)
2

=

forodd m > -1.

Bm+i

(m+ )2s
M

+I

((m + 2s)

+ 2s
~~~~~m

Example 3. Here (assumingthat the functionQ is smooth) Qoo(x)
0 and Cm = Q(m) (0)//m!form > 0.
C*I
-Q(-x),
Q(x), Qo(x)
Example 4. Here we findQo(x) =

Q(x). The
Q,,(x) =
of
series;
e.g.
Dirichlet
coefficients
Cm can be calculatedas special values
2Q(-x),

00

c=1 a mod c

C

(ac)=1

wherethe seriesconvergesbecause R(s) > 1 and Q is bounded.
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Example 5. For the examples of polynomial periodlike functions4O(x) for
we can simply
negative integral values of s (like the two given for s =-5),
take Qo = Q 0, =
and define Cm as the mth coefficientof the polynomial
0
or m > 2 - 2s. Then (3.8a) is obvious and
that
for
m =-1
so
Cm
A,
which always hold for
(3.8b) followsfromthe propertyfb(x) =-x-2s0(-1/x)
such polynomial solutions. Of course this is not quite unique, since we could
for any constant a and change the value
also take Qo(x) = a, Q,,(x) =-a
of the coefficientC*28 by a. In the case of rational periodlike functions for
positive integral s we again take Qo = QO-=0 and definethe coefficientsfrom
the expansion of b at either 0 or xo (e.g. C*2I =2, C* = 13, C3 = 57,...
= ...
for the example given at the end of ?2 with s = 2),
and CO =
the results of the two calculations agreeing because we again always have the
invariance property O(x) =-x-2s(-1/x).
Let us returnto the general case and suppose again that s , { 0, -k,...
Then there is no ambiguity in the decomposition of 0 into a "periodic" and an
"asymptotic" part at 0 or xo, so that equations (3.8) give a well-definedmap
(3.16)

FEs(R+)I?

-

Xb

CO (R7/Z)
(Qo,

E

C` (Rb/Z)

QoC)

A natural question is whether this map is surjective. The construction of
are in
Example 3 shows that all pairs (Qo, QOO) of the form (Q(x), -Q(-x))
the image. The construction of Example 4 gives the complementary space
{ (Q(x), Q(-x))}, and hence the full surjectivity,if a > 1. This construction
also worksin the analytic category and will be essentially all we can prove about
surjectivitythere (cf. ?4). For a < 1 we do not know whether the surjectivity
is true. It would sufficeto construct an even C' periodlike function O = '
having a given periodic function Q as its Qo. A simple construction using
the second fundamental domain construction (part (b) of the proposition) of
Section 2 produces an infinityof even periodlike functionswith given (smooth)
5 - 1) and 0-1, but we do
Qo which are C' except at the two points a =(
not know whether any of them can be made smooth at these two points.

4. "Bootstrapping"
THEOREM 2. Let s be a complexnumberwitha > 0 and 0 any realanalyticsolutionof thefunctionalequation(0.2) on R+ such that:
(3.17)

(x)

is o(x

Min(2a))

as xx-> 0

O(xmin(Ol-2c))

as x

o.
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Then b extendsholomorphically
to all of(C' and satisfiesthegrowthconditions
1Z1-

(3.18)

O

<<

2a

I
t I(Z)1-17

if R(z) > ?, lZI > 1,
if R(z) >?, lzI < 1,
if (z)

<

0

Underthesehypotheses,i' is theperiodfunctionassociated
to a Maass waveformwitheigenvalues(1 - s). In particular,if a = 12 then
any boundedand real-analyticeven or odd periodlikefunctioncomesfroma
Maass form.
COROLLARY.

The corollary follows fromTheorem 2 and fromTheorem 1 of Chapter I,
Section 1, since the estimates (3.18) are the same as (1.3) with A = a. Observe
that the growth estimate (3.17) which sufficesto imply that 0 comes a Maass
form differsfrom the estimate (3.10) which holds automatically for smooth
periodlike functionsonly by the replacement of "max" by "min" and of "O" by
"o". In particular, in the case of most interest when a = , merely changing
"O" to "o" sufficesto reduce the uncountable-dimensional space FE,(R?+),
(cf. ?1) to the finite-(and usually zero-) dimensional space of period functions
of Maass wave forms,as already discussed in the introduction to the paper.
Proof. We firstobserve that, since both the hypothesis (3.17) and the
&f, we can split 0 into its even and
conclusion (3.18) are invariant under &
odd parts 2b+ /Y) and treat each one separately. We thereforecan (and will)
assume that 0 is either invariant or anti-invariantunder T. This is convenient
because it means that we can restrict our attention to either z with lzj < 1
or jzj > 1 (usually the latter), rather than having to consider both cases. In
particular, we only need to use one of the two estimates (3.17), and only have
to prove the firstand the last of the inequalities (3.18).
We begin by proving the analytic continuation. The key point is that
the estimates (3.17) imply that the periodic function QOO and the coefficient
C* 1 in (3.8b) (as well, of course, as the periodic functionQo in (3.8a)) vanish.
From (3.9) or (3.14) it then follows that 0(1) (= Co) also vanishes. This in
turn implies that equation (3.13) holds even if a is not bigger than 12 (recall
that a > 0 by assumption), so that the vanishing of QOOgives the identity
h->

00

(3.19)

ADZ) = Z(r

1

+z>2S(1-

1

)

n=1

for all z on (and hence for all z in a sufficientlysmall neighborhood of) the
positive real axis. This formulawill play a crucial role in what follows.
We first show that 0 extends to the wedge W = {z:
Iarg(z) < 6}
for some d > 0. The function 0 is already holomorphic in a neighborhood
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of ER+ and in particular in the disk z - 1I < E for some 6. Formula (3.19)
then defines O (as a holomorphic functionextending the original values) in the
subset {z E 1?: JzJ> 1/E} of the right half-plane 1? = {z c C: x > 0}.
(We use the standard notations x and y forthe real and imaginary parts of z.)
The assumed invariance or anti-invariance of O under w gives us O also in the
half-disk {z E RA: JzJ< E}. Since the interval [6, 1/E] is compact, this suffices
to define O in a wedge of the formstated.
We next show that any periodlike functionin W1 (even without any growth
or continuityassumptions) extends uniquely to a periodlike functionon all of
C'. Denote by Q the sub-semigroup of SL(2, Z) generated by the matrices
T = ( ' ) and T' = (' ?). Note that any element of Q has nonnegative entries.
(In fact, Q consists of all matrices in SL(2, Z) with nonnegative entries, but
we will not need this fact.) We claim that forany z E C' there are only finitely
(bC) of Q for which -y(z) = (az + b)/(cz + d) does not
many elements y
belong to W6. Indeed, this is obvious for the matrices (O b) with c
no element of Q has a
0, so we can assume that ac :& 0. Then

0, and

) =argj
d))
a- (
arg dy.
arg(-y(z))
Choose M so large that W7 contains a (1/M)-neighborhood of 1. There are
only finitelymany pairs of integers (c, d) with Icz + dl < M, and foreach such
pair only finitelymany integers a with 0 < a < M/lcz + dl, which proves the
claim. Now let Qh (n > 0) be the subset of Q consisting of words in T and
T' of length exactly n. By what we just showed, we know that for any z E C'
and n sufficientlylarge (depending on z) we have -y(z) E W6 for all -yE Qn.
We choose such an n and define
(3.20)

O(Z)

E

(I'0Y)(z),

where (-y) (z)
(cz+d)-28
(ay(z)) for-y (a b) E Q. (The power (cz+d)-2s
is well-definedbecause cz+d E C '.) The right-handside is well-definedbecause
each argument -y(z) is in the domain W7 where O is already defined; it is
independent of n because O satisfies the three-termfunctional equation b =
bIT+bfT' in W1 and Q,+? = QT LJ
QT' (disjoint union); and it satisfiesthe
three-termfunctional equation because Q,+? = TQ, L[ T'Q,. It is also clear
(since the sum in (3.20) is finiteand one can choose the same n for all z' in a
neighborhood of z) that this extension is holomorphic if VblW4is holomorphic.
This completes the proof of the analytic continuation.
We now turn to the proof of the estimates (3.18). We again proceed in
several steps. In principle the proof of the estimates mimics the proof of the
analytic continuation, with an inductive procedure to move outwards fromthe
positive real axis to all of C'. However, if we merely estimated fb in the wedge
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W4 and used (3.20) directly,
we wouldget a poorerbound than we need,so we
have to organizethe inductionin a moreefficient
manner.
We start by estimatingfb away fromthe cut. The firstinequalityin
(3.18) followsimmediatelyfromformula(3.19) and the vanishingofA,at 1. In
00

fact,this gives the fullasymptoticexpansion<(z)

E (-1)m+lCmz-m-2s
m=O

oc in 7R,withthe same Cm as in (3.8b). (Note that Iz-2sj <? IzI-2,
as Iz
because arg(z) is bounded.) The same methodworksto estimate~b(z) for
z EL (lefthalf-plane)with IyI> 2, the bound obtainednow being jy -2, instead of JzJ-2u. This provesthethirdestimatein (3.18), and in facta somewhat
sharperbound, in this region.
It remainsto considerthe regionX
{z E L
z > 1, Iy < 2} (Recall
1
~i7
that we can restrictto Iz > because
= Ab.) To implementthe induction
{z E C': IzI > 1} which
procedurein this regionwe definea map J: X
-

-

movesany z E X furtherfromthe cut. This map sends z to z+N'
where
-N is the nearestintegerto z and -N' the secondnearest,or moreexplicitly

{

z+ N 1

(3.21)

J(z)

lz

z+N

if -N < x <-N+

+ N+ 1

if -N-

z +N

1

N >1

2'

N > 1.

< x <-N.
<
N,

2

N

1

We claim that
(3.22)

Vb(z)

-

+(z+N)-2si

+ 0(1)

(J(z))

(Here and in the restofthe proofall O-estimatesare uniform,
dependingonly
on Ab.)This followsin the firstcase of (3.21) fromthe calculation
N-1

tb(z)

-

(z + N)-2s ?4(J(z))

= b(z + N) +

N
n=1

(z

+ n)-21

+

(

)

N-1

= 0(1) + E

O((N-n

?21~~~~~~
n=1

-

1)-2'J-1)

and in the second case froma similarcalculationusing
N-1

(z)

F (z + N)-2s b(J(z)) =

b(z + N + 1)

Z
n=1

(z

+ n)-2s

Multiplyingboth sides of (3.22) by yS and notingthat a(J(z))
we obtain the estimate
(3.23)

F(z)

= F(J(z))

+ 0(

yIC)

(1+

z+ 9.
y/1z+ N 2,
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forthe functionF(z) y:
la

(3.24)

(z

1W
+ N12

(J(z)) I =

EX

1'b|b(z)|. On the other hand, for z

(x + N)2 +y2

WI

>

+4

=

we have
(z)l

The desired bound F(z) = O(1) follows easily from (3.23) and (3.24). Indeed,
(3.24) implies that some iterate jk of J maps z outside X. Write z0 = z and
z; = J(zj-i) for 1 < j < k, so that zo,... , Zk-1 E X and Zk ? X but jZkj > 1.
We have

(3.25) F(z) = ?(IYOI7) +O(IY1I () +
by (3.23). But

F(Zk)

+O(lYk-11 ) +F(Zk)

(Yj:=a(zj))

= O(1) by the estimates away fromthe cut proven earlier,

and IYjj < 2-k+j for0 < j < k - 1 by (3.24). The resultfollows.

D-

Remark. From the proof of Theorem 2 it is clear that we could weaken
the hypothesis (3.17) somewhat and still obtain the same conclusion: it would
sufficeto assume that
'(x)

= o(X-2a)

= o(1) as x - oo

as x-0,
-b(x)

(which is weaker than (3.17) ifu-> 2) and that Vb(1) 0, since these hypotheses
in (3.8) and this is all
0, C*1
would already imply that Qo - QOthat was used in the proof. The contents of Theorem 2 and its corollary can
thereforebe summarized by saying that the sequence
0

)

Maass,

--

FE,(R+),

-

CW(RI/)

(

Cw(RI/)

(

C

where ai sends a Maass wave formto its period function and 03 sends a realanalytic periodlike function b to (Qo, QOO,C* 1), is exact. As in Section 3, it
is natural to ask whether 3 is surjective. The same constructionsas used there
for the C? case (Examples 3 and 4 of ?1) show that the image of 03contains
at least one copy {Q(x), -Q(-x)}
of Cw(R/Z), and that it contains all of
Cw(R/Z) ( Cw (R/Z) if u- > 1. But the latter case is not veryinteresting,
since then Maass, = {0}, and for 0 < cr < 1 we do not know how to decide the
surjectivityquestion.
Chapter

IV. Complements

In this chapter we describe the extension of the period theory to the
noncuspidal case, its connection with periods of holomorphic modular forms,
and its relationship to Mayer's theorem expressingthe Selberg zeta functionof
F as a Fredholm determinant. Other "modular" aspects of the theory (such as
the action of Hecke operators and the Petersson scalar product) will be treated
in Part II of the paper.
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1. The period theory in the noncuspidal case
So farwe have been consideringonlycuspidal Maass forms.If we define
more generallya Maass formwith spectralparameters to be a F-invariant
solutionof the equation Au s(1 - s)u in the upper half-planewhichgrows
less than exponentiallyas y
oc, then the space of such formsfora given
value of s containsthe cusp formsas a subspace of codimension1, the extra
functionbeingthe nonholomorphic
EisensteinseriesEs (z). This is thefunction
definedforR(s) > 1 by
1
y
(4.1)
z+rt2s
Es(z) = 2
-

(mn) C2

{(0,O)}

and forarbitrarys by the Fourierexpansion
(4.2)

Es(z)

=(2s)ySy
+ F(y)

+I-F(

y

(2s

IF(s)
in2

J2,

-

1) ylS

l(n)K

1(27rny) cos(2wnx),

whereo(>(n) = Ed n d>. If our theoryofperiod functionsof Maass formsis to
extendto the noncuspidalcase, thereshould therefore
be a solutionfb of the
functionalequation associated to E, We claim that this is
(even) three-term
the case, withfb beingthe function<4+introducedin Example 2 of Section 1,
ChapterIII. There are threewaysof seeingthis:
1. Substituteu(z) = Es(z) intothe integral(2.2). From (4.2) we see that

Es(iy) = O(ymax(al-a))

as y

--

oc, and the invariance under y | 4 1/y gives

the corresponding
statementas y -- 0, so the integralconvergesforall s with
a- > 0. For a- > 1 we can substitutethe convergentseries (4.1) into (2.2) and
integratetermby termusingthe integralformula
2z

Jo

t2sdt

-

(m2t2 + n2)s (Z2 + t2)s+l

F(s+
)F(2)
F(s + 1)

1

(mz + n)2s

(whichis just (2.38) with the omittedconstantre-inserted)to get fb f+
This calculationwas also done by Chang and Mayer [2].
2. Start withfb

<4b+and tryto workout the correspondingMaass form

f
f >- u from Chapter I. The firststep is
by using the correspondences ~b
easy: if f(z) is the functiondefinedby equation (0.6) withfb = 4b+,then
(4.3)

f(z) _ < (z)
(

+ z-2s

+ e-27ris)((2s)+

(-'/Z) =

m>O neZ

( 2i)2s >)

n=1

1(z +n)2s

J2S17)e

z
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for z E NH(the second equality followsfromthe Lipschitz formulafor
> (z + n)->"), and of course f(-z) = -f(z) since we are in the even case.
Comparingthis withthe Fourierexpansion(4.2), we see that indeedthe two
functionsf and u = E. are relatedup to a constantfactorby the recipegiven
in ChapterI (equations(1.9) and (1.11)), exceptthattherewe had no constant
terms and we did not specify how to get the coefficientsof yS and yl-s for a
noncuspidal u from f. Comparing (4.3) and (4.2) suggests that the former

shouldcome fromthe constanttermof the Fourierexpansionof f,
coefficient
of yl-s comes from.(We will see
but it is not yet clear wherethe coefficient
the answerin a moment.)

3. Accordingto the propositionat the end of Section4 of ChapterII, the
period functionof an even Maass cusp formu is C00 fromthe rightat 0 and
at 0 vanishesform even and is a simplemultipleof
its mth Taylorcoefficient
Lo(m + s +

2)

form odd, where Lo(p) is the L-series of u. On the other hand,

the functionfb+(x) has an expansionat 0 givenby
((2s)
2

ibZ(X)

2s _

E

(2s

-

21

iN Bm+i

( m+2s

1)

)

m-

+1

(m+2s) xm,

m odd

where B, denotes the nth Bernoullinumber(this easily proved result was
alreadymentionedunder "Example 2" at the end of ?3 of Chapter III); and
since by (4.2) the L-series of E, is a multiple of ((p

-

s+

2)((p

+ s - '), we see

that the same relationshipholds forthe pair u = Es: = <b+. Moreover,from
in (4.2) come
thispointofview we can also see wherethe two firstcoefficients
ofx-2s and x-1 in the
from:theyare (up to simplemultiples)the coefficients
theorem.
asymptoticexpansionof~b(x) at x = 0. This suggeststhe following
Let s be a complexnumberwithR(s) > 0, s f Z.
a) If u is a F-invariantfunctionin NHwithFourierexpansion
THEOREM.

00

u(z) =

(4.4)

Coys

+ clyl-s + 2 y`E

A, K

1 (2wlnly) cos(2rcnx)

n=1

and we definea periodicholomorphic
functionf: C
(4.5)

A f(Z)

I_'
-

F

-

2

~~00

Zn
s) co +~0
n~~7=1
lS

2A

en z2rinz

-Ed C by
R

(a(z)

0)

thenthesolutionfbof thethree-term
functionalequation(0.1) definedby(0.5)
extendsholomorphically
to C' and satisfies
(4.6)

1

c(x) =

2(S)

IF(s)

C
C +
cv2s +x+O 0(1)

(Xc-? 0).
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b) Conversely, if< is a real-analytic solution of (0.1) on R+ with asymptotics of the form (4.6), then fb extends holomorphicallyto C', the function f
definedby (0.6) has a Fourier expansion of the form (4.5), and the function u
definedby (4.4) is F-invariant.
Proof. a) The function u is the sum of a cusp form and a multiple of
E, The assertion is true for cusp forms by the results of Chapter I (with
Co = cl = 0) and forthe Eisenstein series by the discussion above.
b) By the evenness of <, the assumed asymptotic behavior is equivalent to
the assertion that <(x) - cxl-2s + c' + o(x-2s) as x -o
for some c, c' E C.
If c = c' = 0 then the asserted facts are the contents of Theorems 1 and 2.
We indicate how to modify the proofs of these theorems to apply to the new
situation.
To prove that fb extends holomorphicallyto C' we followthe "bootstrapping" proof of Chapter III, the only change being that equation (3.19) is replaced by
(4.7) <b(z) = c' +

(1) ((2s, z + 1) +

(n +

Z)-2,

(

+

)

(Proof: Note firstthat Vb(1)= (2s - 1)c by the three-termfunctionalequation.
Using the functional equation we deduce that differenceof the two sides of
(4.7) is a periodic function,and since it is also o(1) at infinityit must vanish.
This argument is essentially the same as the proof of the proposition in ?3 of
Chapter III.) At the same time we findthat the assumed asymptotics of <(x)
at 0 and oc remain true for <(z) in the entire right half-plane, and that <(z)
is bounded by a negative power of IyInear the cut in the left half-plane. (To
prove the latter statement we note that replacing (3.19) by (4.7) gives (3.23)
and (3.25) with the exponent cr replaced by -C for some C > 0, and using
|Yi+1| > 21yijwe obtain F(z) = O(lyl-C).)
To get (4.5), observe that the asymptotic expansions of <(iy) at 0
and oc implythat the functionc*(s)f(iy) = <(iy) + (iy)-2S4(i/y)
equals
C'(I +e-2is) +o(l) as y
oc. Also, f (z) is periodic by Proposition 2 of Chapter I, Section 2. It follows that f(z) has a Fourier expansion En>Oan e27rinZ
in Ntwithc*(s)aO = c'(1 + e-2is). Now use the relationbetweenc' and co in
(4.6) together with formula (1.12).
We now have the coefficientsAn and can define u by (4.4). This function
is automatically an eigenfunctionof A and periodic, so we only need to show
the invariance of u(iy) under y | 4 1/y. We will follow the L-series proof of
Chapter I with suitable modifications. Note firstthat, by virtue of the estimate
of fb near the cut given above, the coefficientsAn have at most polynomial
growth,so that the L-series Lo (p) = 2 E Ann-P converges in some half-plane.
-
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If we now define
1

uo(y)=

(u (iy)-coys
o -cy'

1

~~~~~~~~00
(2irlnly)
= 2 ZAK

of uo(y) is Lo(p) := -'y(p)Lo(p) forR(p)
(cf. (1.6)), thenthe Mellintransform
f (p) off (iy) - ao is a multiple
sufficiently
large. Similarlythe Mellintransform
4 and
of Lo(p
s + 1), the formulasbeing the same as in (1.16) (with fi
Li = L* = 0). Now the same argumentsas in Section 4 of Chapter I let us
offb acrossR+ that Lo (p) = L (1 - p)
deduce fromthe analyticcontinuability
and fromthis that u(iy) = u(i/y). The effectof subtractingthe powersof y
fromu(iy) and the constanttermfromf(iy) in orderto get convergencein
a half-planeis that the functionLo (p) is now no longerentire,but acquires
and s+ 2, withresidues-c0, ci, -ci
foursimplepoles, at
s, s3 s,
-1
of ~b(x) and ~b(+iy) do not
and co, respectively.Also, the Mellin transforms
necessarilyconvergein any stripand we mustsubtractoffa finitenumberof
elementaryfunctionsfromfb in orderto defineand computethesetransforms.
C]
The detailsof the argumentare leftto the reader.
Remarks. 1. Part (b) of the theoremand the factthat cusp formshave
codimension1 in the space ofall Maass formsimplythat if~b(x) is any analytic
even periodlike function satisfying~b(x) - cxl-2s + c' + o(X-2s) as x
0o,
o
then c = A (( 2s-1

c/= A ((2s) forsome A E C. This factwill be used in

Section3.
2. We stated the theoremonlyin the even case. The odd case is uninteresting.On the one hand,sincethe functionE. is even,any odd Maass formis
cuspidal. In the otherdirection,if an odd periodlikefunctionhas an asymptoticexpansionoftheform(4.6), thenc = b(1)/(2s-1) = 0 bythethree-term
equation,whilec0 can be eliminatedby subtractingfromfb a multipleof the
trivialperiodlikefunctionfb-(z) =1 - z-2s of (3.1).
2. Integral values of s and connections
with holomorphic modular forms
In this section,we will firstreviewthe classical Eichler-Shimura-Manin
theoryof period polynomialsof holomorphicmodularformsand describethe
analogiesbetweenthe propertiesof thesepolynomialsand of the holomorphic
function~b(z) associatedto a Maass waveform,justifying
thetitleofthe paper.
we will showthat the two theoriesare not only
Second, and moreinteresting,
analogous,but are in factrelatedto one anotherin the special case whenthe
spectralparameters is an integer.In that case, thereare no Maass cusp forms,
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but thereare "nearlyautomorphic"eigenfunctions
u of the Laplace operator
whoseassociatedperiodicand holomorphic
functionf (z) is a holomorphic
cusp
=
formof weight2k in the case s k E Z>o and the Eichlerintegralof such a
formif s = - k E Z<o.
Let f(z) be a holomorphiccusp formof weight2k on F; to fix notation we recall that this means that f satisfiesf 2k = f for all a E IF,
where the weight 2k action of G on functionsis defined by (F12k (c d))(Z)
(cz + d)-2kF (

+ ), and that f has a Fourierexpansionofthe form
cz + d
00

f(z) = Ea,

(4.8)

(z EzA)

q

n=1

wherewe have used the standardconventionq = e2,iZ. Associated to f is a
polynomialrf of degree2k - 2, the periodpolynomialof f. It can be defined
in threeways (we now use the symbol to denote equalityup to a constant
dependingonlyon k):
(i) by the identity
(4.9)

f(Z) _ z2k-2f(_1/z)

rf(z)

(zoN),

wheref is the Eichler integralof f, definedby the Fourierexpansion
(4.10)

f(Z) =

00

da'

(z E-7X)

qn

n=1

(ii) by the integralrepresentation
(4.11)

j

rf(X)

f(T) (

-

X)2k2

dT

wherethe integralis takenoverthe positiveimaginaryaxis;
(iii) by the closed formula
2k-2

(4.12)

rf(X)

r=O

(2i-

(2r)

!Lf(r

+ 1) Xr

whereLf (p) Zn=i annrP (or its analyticcontinuation)is the HeckeL-series
associated to f.
The proofsthat these definitionsagree are simple. Denote by D the
differential
operator
d
1 d
dq
2D2i dz
so that the relationshipbetweenthe functionswith the Fourierexpansions
(4.8) and (4.10) is given by
(4.13)

D2kl(f)

f
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The key point is that the (2k - 1)st power of the operator D intertwinesthe
actions of G = PSL(2, R) in weights 2 - 2k and 2k; i.e.

(4.14)

D2k-1 (F 2-2k g) =

(D 2k F)

12kg

forany g E G and any differentiablefunctionF. (The identity (4.14) is known
as Bol's identity; we will see why it is true a little later.) It follows that the
functionrf defined by (4.9) satisfies
D2k-1

(r)

D2k-1

D2k-lf

(if

f

-

s)

(D2k-lf) 12k S

=f

-

f 12kS

0

(

(where S
( ? ) as usual) and hence is indeed a polynomial of degree 2k -2.
To show that it is proportional to the polynomial definedby (4.11), we observe
that the (2k - 1)fold primitive f of f can also be represented by the integral
dT (Proof: the right-hand side is exponentially
f(z) - J7(z - )2k2f(,T)
small at infinityand its (2k - 1)st derivative is a multiple of f), and fromthis
=1/z) and the modularity of f we get z-2kf(
)2k-2 f(T) dT, from
which the asserted equality follows. Finally, the equality of the right-hand
sides of (4.11) and (4.12) follows from the representation of Lf(r + 1) as a
multipleof fo??Trf (T) dT.
It is now clear why throughout this paper we have been referringto the
functionAb(z) associated to a Maass formu as its "period function," for each
of the definingproperties (i)-(iii) has its exact analogue in the theory we have
been building up. Formula (4.9) is the analogue of formula (0.5) expressing
b as f (1 - S) where f is the periodic holomorphic function attached to u;
formula (4.11) corresponds to the expression (2.8) given in ?2 of Chapter II
forfb as an integral of a certain closed formattached to u; and formula (4.12)
is the analogue of the result given in Chapter II (eq. (2.33)) for the Taylor
coefficientsof fb as multiples of the values of the L-series of u at (shifted)
integer arguments.
We can in fact make the analogy even more precise. Denote by P2k-2
the space of polynomials of degree < 2k - 2, with the action 12-2k (we will
drop the subscript fromnow on) of G. (Note that P2k-2 with this action is a
sub-representationof the space Vl-k definedat the end of Section 5 of Chapter
II.) It is easily shown using the above definitionsthat the period polynomial
rf of a cusp formbelongs to the space
-

W2k-2

:=

{F E P2k-2:

Fj(1 + S) = F(1 + U + U2)

0}.

U3 = 1 and
Here S and U = TS are the standard generators of F with S2
we have extended the action of F on P2k-2 to an action of the group ring Z[F]
by linearity,so that e.g. Fj(1 + U + U2) means F + FJU + FJU2. In fact it
-
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is known that the functionsrf(X) and rf(X) as f ranges over all cusp forms
of weight 2k span a codimension 1 subspace of W2k-2.
(The missing onedimensional space comes froman Eisenstein series; see below.) The relations
definingW2k-2 express the fact that there is a 1-cocycle IF - P2k-2 sending
the generators T and S of F to 0 and F, respectively,this cocycle in the case
F = rf being the map defined by ay| f (1 - Ay). We now have:
PROPOSITION. Every elementof W2k-2 is a solution of the three-term
functional equation (0.2) with parameter s = 1 - k, and conversely if k > 1
everyperiodlikefunction ofparameter 1-k which is a polynomial is an element
of W2k-2

(() are representedin terms of
and T'
=
the generators S and U by T
US, T'
U2S, respectively,so forF E W2k-2
we find F(1 - T - T') = FI(1 + S) - F(1 + U + U2)IS = 0, which is precisely
the three-term functional equation. For the converse direction, we reverse
the calculation to find that a periodlike function F satisfies F (1 + S) =
F (1+U+U2).
WritingH forthe common value of F (1+S) and F (1+U+U2),
we find that H is invariant under both S and U and hence under all of F. It
followsthat H = 0 (the only T-invariant polynomials are constants, and these
are not S-invariant fork > 1). Hence F satisfiesthe equations definingW2k-2,
E]
while fromFIS =-F
it followsthat deg(f) < 2k - 2, so F E P2k-2
( 0 1)

Proof. The elements T =

=

The proposition and the preceding discussion show that for the param- k the period polynomials of holomorphic cusp forms of weight
eter s =
2k produce holomorphic solutions of the three-termfunctional equation with
reasonable growth properties at infinity.How does this fitinto our Maass picture? The answer is very simple. For each integer h the differentialoperator
Oh = D - ih/(2wry)(where z = x + iy as usual) intertwinesthe actions of G
in weights 2h and 2h + 2, i.e.
Oh (F 2hg)

=

h (F)

12h+2

9q

In particular, if F is modular (or nearly modular) of weight 2h, then &hF is
modular (or nearly modular) of weight 2h + 2. Iterating, we find that the
composition O' := oh+n-1 ? *
Oh intertwinesthe actions of G in weights 2h
and 2h + 2n and in particular sends modular or nearly modular formsof weight
2h to modular or nearly modular formsof weight 2h + 2n. On the other hand,
by induction on n one proves the formula

(4.15)
(4.5)

n

Z (ri-rn)!

-m
ID

(n + 2h-1)

(-1
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In the special case when h = - k and n = 2k - 1 this reduces simplyto
an = Dn, whichexplainsBol's identity
(4.14): theoperatoran alwayspreserves
modularity(shiftingthe weightby 2n) but in generaldestroysholomorphy,
whileDn preservesholomorphy
but in generaldestroysmodularity,
so that in
the case n + 2h = 1 whentheyagree both propertiesare preserved.
Now, droppingthe lowerindiceson the O's forconvenience,we can factor
the identityD2k-l - 02k-1 as D2k-l = ok &Ok-l, leading to the picture
indicatedby the following
diagram:
weight 2 - 2k

weight 2k|
/

0k-1

weight 0
Hence we can factorthe relation(4.13) intosteps,writing

f

(4.16)

=

where

k&U)

U := ak&I)

From (4.15) and (4.10) we immediatelyobtain the Fourierexpansion of u,
and comparingthe resultwiththe well-known
formulasforBessel functionsof
indexin termsof elementaryfunctions,
half-integer
we findto our delightthe
familiar-looking
expression
00

(4.17)

y
4y3

u(z)

An Kkl1/2(2wrny)

e2lirxv

n=1

withFouriercoefficients
An givenby
(4.18)

)nk+l/2an

An-

for n > 0,

0

~~~for
ri < 0.
In particular,the functionu definedin (4.16) is an eigenfunction
ofthe Laplace
It is
operatorwitheigenvaluek(1 - k) and is T-invariantand small at infinity.
but its behaviorunderthe actionofthe secondgenerator
not quite F-invariant,
S of r is easily determined:
u(z)

- u(-1/Z)

UIo (1 - S)
_ (&

-k2f) 0 (1-S)

akk (f12-2k

S))
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by (4.9) and the intertwiningpropertyof Oh. Thus u(z) - u(-1/z), and hence
also u(z) - u(y(z)) for every -yE F, belongs to the to the space Pk of polynomials in x, y and 1/y which are annihilated by A - k(1 - k). In fact, the map
~k-k is an isomorphism from P2k-2 to P0 and transfersthe original cocycle
-Y

E >2-2k
F7

(1

-

_y)with coefficientsin P2k-2

to the cocycle -yE- u l(1 - -y)

with coefficientsin Pt.
Let us compare this new correspondence with our usual correspondence
between Maass cusp formsand their period functions. There are several points
of differenceas well as of similarity.The obvious one is that in our new situation
the eigenfunctionu is no longer a Maass form,but only "Maasslike" in the sense
just explained. But there are other differences.First we point out a property
of the usual u + V) correspondence which we have not previously emphasized:
associated to a Maass formu there is not just one, but two period functions.
Namely, ifu is an eigenfunctionof A with eigenvalue A and we write its Fourier
expansion in the form(1.9), we can freelychoose between the parameter s and
the parameter 1-s, since the K-Bessel functionIf (t) is an even functionof its
index v. But when we write down the associated periodic functionf in C \ IR by
(1.11), we have broken the s +-+ 1-s symmetryand chosen one of the two roots
of s(1 - s) = A, so that there is actually a second holomorphicperiodic function
f defined by the same formula (1.11) but with the exponents- I replaced by
2-s (compare eq. (2.44), where there were two boundary formsU(t) and U(t)
associated to u), and similarly a second period function 9 = f 2-2s (1- S).
The choice was not important in the case of a Maass cusp form,since then
R(s) = 2 anyway, so that ~9(z) E- 4(z) gives a correspondence between the
two possible choices for the period function. But in our new situation the
picture is different:if u is the Maasslike functiondefined by (4.17) and (4.18),
then with the spectral parameter s = k we see that the "f" defined by (1.11)
is our original cusp form f and the "f" defined by (1.11) with s replaced by
1 - s is the associated Eichler integral (4.10). The reason forthis dichotomy is
that the correspondence between periodlike and periodic functionsdescribed in
Proposition 2, Section 2, of Chapter I breaks down when the parameter s is an
integer: the maps V) i f0 2s (1 + S) and f i-' f 2s(I - S) still send periodlike
to periodic functions and vice versa, but are no longer isomorphisms, since
their composition is 0 in both directions. (This is because h F-* h 2s g is a

G-action for s E Z, and S2 = 1 in G.) The two functions f and f associated
to an eigenfunctionu with eigenvalue k(1 - k) behave very differentlyunder
these correspondences: f itself (if we make the choice s = k and if u is the
Maasslike formassociated to a holomorphic cusp form) is F-invariant in weight
2k and hence is annihilated by 1 - S, while f is mapped by 1 - S to the period
polynomial rf which in turn, unlike the period functionsof true Maass forms,
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is then in the kernel of 1 + S. The situation is summarized by the following
diagram:
1-S
0
f

U

D2k-1

>my

1~~-S
H-;~

f

4'=_ rf

1 + So
-

0

We mention one other point of difference:in the usual case a Maass form
was typically even or odd (it is believed and certainly true for all eigenfunctions computed up to now that the space of Maass formsfora given eigenvalue
is at most one-dimensional, in which case every Maass formis necessarily an
even or an odd one), while the expansion (4.17) does not have either of the
symmetryproperties A, = hAn. If we split (4.17) into its even and odd
parts by writing e2ifinX as the sum of cos(2wrnx)and i sin(2wrnx),we find two
differentcocycles in H1 (F, Ps), given by the even and odd parts of the period
polynomial rf. This corresponds to the fact mentioned above that the space
W2k-2 contains two isomorphic images of the space of holomorphic cusp forms
of weight 2k.
To complete the picture we should say something about the Eisenstein
case. The space of all modular formsof weight 2k on F is spanned (for k > 1)
by the cusp formsand the classical Eisenstein series G2k. For f = G2k one can
still define an associated function rf by appropriate modifications of each of
the three definitions(i)-(iii), as was shown in [15]. The result (proposition on
p. 453 of [15]) is
rG~
2k(X)

~

k

,

B~k-2ixr
Bn ~2k-2n
B

(2n)! (2k

-

2n)!

~((2k-

x2n-1

+

)

(X2k2
Xk2
-(
(27wi)2k-1

_ 1)

which is not quite an element of P2k2 but of the larger space (on which G
does not act) spanned by {Xn I-1 < n < 2k - 1}. The even and odd parts of
TG2k are (multiples of) the functions V'k
and A'i-k discussed in Examples 1
and 2 of Chapter III, Section 1. This is in accordance with the correspondence
for cusp forms described above, since from (4.2) and the fact that the nth
Fourier coefficientof G2k is 92k1 (n) for n > 0 we see that the "u" associated
to f = G2k should be preciselythe nonholomorphicEisenstein series Ek, whose
- k is indeed the
period function for the choice of spectral parameter s =
function '+-k as we saw in Section 1. This function belongs to P2k-2 and
spans the "missing one-dimensional space" mentioned before the proposition
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above. The other period functionV4 of Ek, associated to the choice of spectral
parameter s = k, is not a polynomial but instead is the periodlike function
whose image under 1 + S is the element f = G2k of ker(1 - S).
We make one final observation. All three definitions (i)-(iii) of classical
period polynomials have analogies forthe periods of Maass forms,as discussed
at the beginning of this section, but there is one aspect of the classical theory
which does not immediately generalize, namely the interpretationof the map
T E-* 0, S E-* rf as a cocycle. The reason is that for s nonintegralthe "action"
12s is not in fact an action of the group G, because the automorphy factors
(cz + d)-2s have an ambiguity given by powers of e2,iS. This means that the
relation 9 2s (1 - T - T') = 0 (three-termfunctional equation) does not imply
that there is a cocycle on I (say, with coefficientsin the space of holomorphic
functions on C') sending T to 0 and S to A). Nevertheless, there are ways
to interpretV9as part of a 1-cocycle, and these in fact work for any discrete
subgroup of G, permittingus to extend the theory developed in this paper to
groups other than PSL(2, 2). This will be the main subject of Part II of this
paper.
3. Relation

to the Selberg zeta function and Mayer's

theorem

The theme of this paper has been the correspondence between the spectral parameters of the group P = PSL(2, E) and the holomorphic solutions of
the three-termfunctional equation (0.2). On the other hand, there is a famous relation between the same spectral parameters and the set of lengths of
the closed geodesics on the Riemann surface X = 11/F, namely the Selberg
trace formula,which expresses the sum of the values of suitable test functions
evaluated at the spectral parameters as the sum of a transformedfunction
evaluated on this length spectrum. The triangle is completed by a beautiful
result of Mayer, which relates the length spectrum of X, as encoded by the
associated Selberg zeta function Z(s), to the eigenvalues of a certain linear
operator Ls which is closely connected with the three-termfunctional equation. Combining this theorem,the underlyingidea of whose proof is essentially
elementary,with the theory developed in this paper yields a direct connection
between Maass wave forms and the length spectrum of X, and hence a new
insight into the Selberg trace formula.
We begin by recalling the definitions of Z(s) and Ls and the proof of
Mayer's theorem, referringto [13] and [11] formore details. The functionZ(s)
is defined for R(s) > 1 by the product expansion
(4.19)

Z(S)

7

00

{fy} in r1 m=O
-yprimitive

(1 -

(y))-S-M)
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Here the firstproduct is taken over F-conjugacy classes of primitivehyperbolic
elements of F ("hyperbolic" means that the absolute value of the trace is bigger
than 2, and "primitive" that -yis not a power of any matrix of smaller trace),

( tr(y)

and the norm A(Q-y)is defined as

+

tr(-y)2-4)2

or equivalently

as E2 where -yis conjugate in PSL(2, 1R) to h(o 0?). The function Z(s), or
rather its logarithmic derivative, arises by applying the Selberg trace formula
to a particular familyof test functionsparametrized by the complex number s.
The trace formula then implies that Z(s) extends meromorphicallyto all s,
with poles at negative half-integersand with zeros at the spectral parameters
of F, together with the value s = 1 and the zeros of ((2s).
The operator Ls is an endomorphism of the vector space V of functions
which are holomorphic in the disk ID = {z E C z -I1 < 23}and continuous
in D. It is defined for R(s) > 2 by
00

(4.20)

3

(hs )(z)

h+

)

z + ri

()2s

(h E V),

where the holomorphyof h at 0 implies that the sum converges absolutely and
again belongs to V. We continue this meromorphicallyto all complex values
of s by setting
M-1

(4.21)

(4sh)(z)

Cm((2s + m, z + 1) + (L4ho)(z),

-

m=O

where ((s, z) denotes the Hurwitz zeta function,M is any integergreater than
1 - 24(s), the cm (0 < m < M - 1) are the firstM Taylor coefficientsof h(z)

at 0, and ho(z) = h(z)

-

EM-o

CmZm.

This is clearlyindependentof M and

holomorphic except for simple poles at 2s = 1, 0, -1,.
Mayer proves that
the operator LIs is of trace class (and in fact nuclear of order 0), fromwhich it
follows that the operators 1 h Ls have determinants in the Fredholm sense.
THEOREM

(4.22)

(Mayer [13],[14]). The Selbergzeta functionofN/F is givenby
Z(s) = det(1

-

Ls) det(1 + Ls)

A simplifiedversion of the proof is given in [11]. Roughly, the idea is as
follows. We may assume R(s) > 1. After an elementary manipulation, (4.19)
can be rewritten
log Z(s)--E
g ()

E

{7)k

K) ),
kX ~Xs(-

where the sum over -yis the same as beforeand k runs over all integers> 1, and
. By the reduction theory of quadratic
where Xs(-) = (Ay)-s/(1 -,()-1)
forms, every conjugacy class -yk} of hyperbolic matrices in F has a finite
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number of "reduced" representatives (a matrix ( b) E F is called reduced if
o < a < b, c < d); these have the formPn .. Pn21 where n1,... ,rn2l E N are
the convergentsin a periodic continued fractionexpansion associated to {f7k}
and Pn
( 1), and the 1/k reduced representatives of the conjugacy class
are all obtained by permuting (ni, ... , n21) cyclically. On the other hand, any
= (cz+d)
reduced matrix a = (c d) in F acts on V by (wr,(Qy)f)(z)
-2sf (az+)
(this makes sense because y(ID) c ID for ay reduced), and this operator is of
trace class with Fredholm trace Tr(Wr(Qy)) = X(-y). Putting all of this together
and observing that L.
EZn= 7Ts(Pn),we find
00

log Z(s)

-Z

Tr(Ls2) = logdet(1-L2)

as claimed. Actually, the formula (4.22) can be made a little more precise, as
(s)
discussed in [5] and [11]: the functionZ(s) has a natural splitting Z+(s)Z
where Z+ (s) is the Selberg zeta functionof r+ = PGL(2, Z) (with the elements
of F+ of determinant-1 acting on H by z F-* (az+b)/(cz+d) ) and where Z+(s)
and Z_(s) have zeros at the spectral parameters of F corresponding to even
and odd Maass forms,respectively,and one in fact has Z+(s) = det(1 T Is) .
We now come to the connection with period functions. Fredholm theory
implies that the trace class operators LIAshare with operators of finite rank
the property that det(1 :F 4,) = 0 if and only if 4, has an eigenvector with
eigenvalue h1. Hence combining Mayer's theorem (in the sharpened formjust
mentioned) with the known position of the zeros of Z(s) implied by the Selberg
trace formula,we obtain
COROLLARY.

Let s 7

be a complex number with R(s) > 0. Then:

a) there exists a nonzero function h E V with 1sh =-h if and only if s
is the spectral parameter correspondingto an odd Maass wave form on F;
b) there exists a nonzero function h E V with 1sh = h if and only if s is
either the spectralparameter correspondingto an even Maass form, or 2s is a
zero of the Riemann zeta function, or s = 1.
We now show how the main theorems of this paper give a constructive
proof of this corollary,independent of Mayer's theorem and the Selberg trace
formula. To do this, we use the followingbijection between solutions of L1sh
hh and holomorphic periodlike functions.
PROPOSITION.
Suppose that R(s) > 0, s 7 2. Then a function h E V is
a solution of 1sh = hh if and only if h(z) is the restrictionto D of V/(z+ 1)
whereVbis a holomorphic solution in C' of the even/odd three-termfunctional
equation (1.13) having the asymptotic behavior V)(x) = cx1-2s + O(X-2s) as
x ->

00.
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Proof. First assume that h E V is given with LI2h = hh. Then the same
bootstrapping arguments as given in Section 4 of Chapter III (compare for
instance equation (3.19)) shows that the function Vb(z) := h(z - 1) extends
analytically to all of C'. (The function I2h for any h E V is holomorphic
in a much larger domain than ID, including in particular the right half-plane
R(z) > -35, so h = 1J2h is also defined in this domain, and iterating this
argument we extend h to a larger and larger region finally fillingup the cut
plane C \K(-oc, -1].) The even or odd three-termfunctional equation forV is
obvious fromthe identityLI2h(z - 1) = L~h(z) + z-2sh(l/z), which is valid for
any h E V. The asymptotic expansion of 7 at infinity,with c = h(0)/(2s - 1),
follows easily fromequation (4.21).
Conversely,assume we are given a holomorphicfunction7bin C' which satisfiesthe even or odd three-termfunctionalequation and the given asymptotic
formula. We must show that the function h(z) := 7b(z + 1), which obviously
belongs to V, is a fixed-pointof hL4. The firstobservation is that, as pointed
out in the first part of the proof, the function Lsh is defined in the right
half-plane and satisfies L18h(z - 1) = Lsh(z) + z-2sh(1/z). From this and the
functional equation of V) it follows that the function hl(z) := Lsh(z) F h(z)
is periodic. But by letting x -> oc in (0.2) we find that the constant c in
the assumed asymptotic formula for V) is given by c = (1)/(2s - 1) (and in
particular vanishes in the odd case); and from this and equation (4.21) we
find (since the leading terms cancel) that hi(x) is O(x-2s), and hence o(1),
as x -> oc, which together with the periodicity implies that hl _0 . (Notice
that this proof duplicates part of the proof of the theorem of Section 1: the
assumptions on V imply the hypotheses in part (b) of the theorem with co = 0,
E
and the assertion L1sh= h is equivalent to equation (4.7) with c' = 0.)
We can now write down the followingexplicit functions h satisfyingthe
conditions of the corollary:
(a) If s is the spectral parameter of an even or odd Maass formu on F, then the
period functionassociated to u satisfies the hypotheses of the proposition
with c = 0 and hence gives a solution of I2h = hh with h(0) = 0.
(b) If ((2s) = 0, then the functionVb+(z) studied in Section 1 of this chapter
satisfies the conditions of the proposition, so V)+(z + 1) is a solution of

Lsh= h.

(c) If s = 1, then the function Vb(z)
1/z satisifes the hypotheses of the
proposition, so the function h(z)
1/(z + 1) is a solution of L12h = h.
(This can of course also be checked directly.)
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Conversely, any solution of 12h = hh must be one of the functions on this
list. Indeed, in the odd case the coefficientc in the proposition is always 0,
so the function <(z) = h(z - 1) is the period functionsof an odd Maass cusp
form by the corollary to Theorem 2 (Chapter III). The same applies in the
even case if the coefficientc vanishes. If it doesn't, and if s is not an integer,
then Remark 1 followingthe theorem of Section 1 of this chapter shows that
((2s) must be 0; then Vbmust be a nonzero multiple of V)+(z) because s has
real part less than 1/2 and hence cannot be the spectral parameter of a Maass
cusp form. The case s = 1 works like the cases when ((2s) = 0 (and in fact can
be absorbed into it if we notice that the family of Maass forms (s - 1)E,(z)
is continuous at s = 1 with limiting value a constant function and that the
familyof period functions(s - 1b)S+(z) is continuous there with limitingvalue
a multiple of 1/z). Again this is the only possible solution for this value of s
since by subtracting a multiple of 1/z fromany solution we would get a period
function corresponding to a Maass cusp form,and they do not exist for this
eigenvalue. The case when s is an integer greater than 1 was excluded in the
theorem in Section 1 because the f +-> V) bijection breaks down, but can be
treated fairlyeasily by hand and turns out to be uninteresting: there are no
solutions of the three-termfunctional equation of the formdemanded by the
proposition, in accordance with the corollary to Mayer's theorem. Finally, we
remark that our analysis could be extended to a < 0, but we omitted this to
avoid furthercase distinctions and because it turns out that the only solutions
of the three-termfunctional equation with growth conditions of the required
sort are the ones fors = - k coming fromholomorphic modular formswhich
were discussed in the last section. A complete analysis of the Mayer operator
Ls in this case is given in [3].
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